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To care one must of fer oners orrrn vulnerable self

to others as a source of healing. To care for the

aging, therefore, means first of all to enter into

close contact with your own aging self, to sense

your own time, and to experience the movements of

your own life cycle. From this aging self, heating

can come forth and ot,hers can be invited to cast

off the paralyzíng fear for their future'

As long as we t'hink t,hat caring means only being

nice and friendly to old people, paying them a visit

bringing them a flowerr or offering them a ride, we

are apt to forget, how much more important it is for

us to be willing and able to be present to those

r4re care for. And how can we be fully present

to the elderly when we are hiding from our oI,¡n aging?

How can we listen to their pains when their

stories open wounds in us that we are trying to

cover up? when speaking about caring in the

context of agingr ÏIê want to speak first about

caring as t,he way to t'he self before we speak

about caring as the waY to others

INTRODUCTION

From: Burnside, Ebersole, & Monea (Eds.); Psvchosocial

Carinq Throughout Tþe Life SPan.



For the past several years, I have found myself

moving, both personally and professionally' into the complex

and often perplexing world of the older family.

Early in my search for a meaningful and challenging

"piece of work" for study, Joe Kuypers, mY primary advisor,

suggested thaù I begin to "follol¡ my heart". Tn following

my heart, I have experienced the movement inward and outward

betveen the objective and subject,ive perspectives called

reality. This blend of observing, feelings, and growing in

understanding has become the most meaningful part of my

workr quite apart from any "educational- benefits'r of a

didactic learning nature.

Experient'ial and reflective learning has been

stressed in my work with family caregivers in declaring and

defining that true'rexpertise" arises from a1l of these

interwoven learning stYles.

The following report is meant to make a conscious

effort to separate out, for purposes of discussion and

knowledge building, how we have come toget'her to share and

develop our ,,expertise,, to better serve ourselves and our

elders in our capacity as caregivers, now and in our future

roles as older adults "the new pioneers".

PREFACE
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For a1l those beloved older folks who have gone

before me.

For those, family and friends, who remain to guide

me and enrích my tif e with t,heir presence.

For my husband and sons who stand beside me and

warm me with their understanding and

compassion.

And for all the newcomers in my life whose shared

interest in my work has allowed me to continue

for the sake of us all - past,r prêsêrltr and

future givers of care.

DEDICATTON



Aims of the Intervention

The overarching purpose of intervening with adult

children acting as caregivers to their parents is to

recognize and normal-ize the nature of this emerging societal

and familial transibion. Specifically:

l. To promote alfareness of the impact of assuming a

caregiving role upon the older family through

information and discussion at the community level

OBJECTIVES

1

as a preventative and normalizing strategy'

To explore possibte strategies to further link

formal and informal services for the elderly

community in a complementary manner at the

agency level.

To recognize, support and enhance the caregiving

efforts of adult children with increasing

dependent parents through the creation of an

6
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4.

agency sponsored suPPort group

To further examine the support group form of

intervention with older families in appropriate

alternative settings.

Expected Educatíonal Benefits

central to any expect,ation of possible or probable

benefits Lo be gained by "studying" the older family,

caregiving adult children specifically, was the opportunity



to expand upon and assimilate past knowledge bases and

practical experience in working with people ín a variety of

situations. Specific anticipated benefits included the

opportuni t,y :

l. To synthesize and begín to utilize general

theories in developing new ways of working and

creating sPecific strategies-

2. To increase and modify counseling and group work

ski11s, specifically in groups defined as support

groups.

3. To increase self-supervision abilities in

becoming more accountable to agencies and client

populations involved.

4. To validate my own life experience as a member

of todaY's older familY.



Introduct ion

Any revierrr of t,he literature describing the complex

problems faced by caregiving adult children must be broad

enough in scope to include material:

1. defining today's older familY;

2. illustrating the dilemmas and rewards of adult

chitdren struggling t,o balance the needs of

increasingly dependent parents r'¡ith their owni

3. establishing a theoretical and practice framework

for intervention; and finallY

LITERÀTI]RE REVTEW

4. outlining the intervention methods currently

being used to educate and support older family

caregivers coping with loss and change in later

-L1te.

Each of these topics wilt be examined more completely

and interwoven with other relevant l-iteralure in the

f o11or,¡ing sections of this report.

Practice Issues And Tarqet PopUlelfpn

"My thoughts are: l. No matter how much you do, to

you it seems too little". (L., a daughter, 1986)

Twenty-one years ê9o, Margaret Blenkner (fg0S) wrote

the following statement: "Social Work is not prepared,

either theoretically or experimentally, to assist a growing

group of persons in our society, namely, the middle-aged



children of aging parents". Today the issue remains

unresolved despit,e research examining al1 aspects of

caregiving by adult children. Ca1led the 'mirthless

generation' 'r... sandwiched between their aging parents and

their own maturing children the major resource and

support for the elderly, t,his group has a need for services

that is only beginning to be met by the helping professions"

(Mirler, 1981, p. 479)

Adult children, who find themselves in caregivíng

roles aS t,heir parents become increasingly dependent' are

often scapegoated by social policy which dictates social

service planning and implementation (Brody, 1985). Family

focused services, including daycare and respite care, are

limited and often implemented only when the overburdened

caregiVer is deemed'roverextended" or "unl¡i11ing" to'tdo

more tt .

These "practice issues" are also personal issues aS

members of the helping professions face their own aging as

well as that of their client populat,ion. Meeting the needs

of the disadvantaged and instit,utionalized elderly will

sti1l be vital as the population ages. Increasingly,

thoughr the focus of service to the older adult population

will include self-enhancement and social relatedness both at

a preventative and restorative leve1. In this regard rr. ..

attention to informal social supports t,hat, are crucial to

the well-being of the aged in t,heir everyday lives, tends to

be overlookedr' (Getzet , L982, p. 92).
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Challenged by shrinking or re-allocated economic

resources, increasing numbers of older adults who remain

within the community, and the growing awareness of the

importance of social networks as a means of supportíng the

aging population, human services professionals must begin to

identify, create, understand and utilize these networks in

complementary ways with professionat interventions.

In inbroducing the concepts defining social support

nelworks, JameS Garbarino poses t'his challenge to members of

t,he helping professions, rtHow do we respond? The key to

this puzzle lies in t,he paradox upon which many religions

are built: only by losing ourselves can we find ourselves.

We must lose ourselves in the social landscape, blend in

with the human terrain, become part of t,he natural ecol-ogy

of human social life" (!'Ihittaker and Garbarino, 1983, p.

28). No matter what our areas of interest are at a

prof essional levelr wê all have a personal stake in t'he

creative usage of formal and informal supports for the

elderly, because ffe are part of the "social landscape". We

are part of the "aging population", we are the adult

children of aging parentsr ldê É, personally and

professionally, part, of the new frontier of t,he relatively

unexplored "human terrain" t.he land of the older and,

increas ingly , verY oJ-d adult .



Today's Older Fami lY

"My thoughts are 2. My biggest guilt feeling is

that it would be impossible for either of my parents

to tive with us Municipals and a "home" may soon be

in the future." (L., a wife and mother, 1986)

Most of the "new pioneers" (Shanas, f9B0) in today's

four generation modified extended family never knew al1 of

their grandparents, let alone their great-grandparents.

captuTed in time, family portraits from the past 100 years

illustrabe two, sometimes three, generations gathered

t,ogether to celebrate or to mourn changes in the family

structure.
The realities of the widely reported demographic

transition into an aging societ,y by the marker year 200L,

are becoming, for many members of the older famity, self

evident. Older chronologically than the "elderlyn at the

turn of the cent,ury, the middle-aged "supporting cast'r in

the changing family portrait, has often been taken unaware

by the increasing care needs of the old and very oId within

the individual family at a time when t,heir ovn resources are

limit,ed by other responsibilit,ies (shanas, L9B0)'

The emergence of the modified extended familyr

defined by Litwack are t'a coalition of nuclear families in a

state of partial dependenc€"r (l,itwacf, L965, p' 29L in

Miller, 1981, p. 4Lg) is illustrative of the complexity of

today's older famil-y. As the stabílity of the family is

11



altered in temporal terms r so does the structure '

composit,ion, and availabif ity of resources 'rf luxuate". The

supportive funcüíon of the family therefore changes over

time as wel1. Wit,hin the constellation of the older family'

change, then, becomes the norm and, perhaps, lhe only

constant factor.

During t,he past twenty years, the supportÍve function

of the family in relationship to the elderly has been

clearly recognized and examined in careful det,ail despit,e

the continual rebirt,h of the "hydra-headed monster" (Shanas,

1979) - the myth of abandonment of elders in late life by

the family.

Prior to L97O¡ much of the research which centered

upon the family in late life and inter-generational

relationships between parent and adult child overlooked the

viewpoint of the middle generation (Robinson & Thurnher,

7g7g). consequently, this earlier mat,erial on the older

family is limited in its r'. . . utif ity in understanding the

family and aging in a changing, compl-ex bureaucrat'ic

society" (streib & Beck, 1980, p. 937).

Research on the older family expanded greatly in t'he

decade between 1970 1980 and began to clarify the

frequency and extent to which older famii-y members

interacted across generational lines and extended

established patterns of assistance as increasing

dependen the oldest family members precipitated

72
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change in family involvement (Blenkner, 1965; Brody, L9BLi

Johnson & Bursk, L977).

"The Family As A Social Support System In Old Age",

ís described by Ethel Shanas (fgZg) as:

1. the key to support'ing the eldest family members

in times of illnessi and

2. in linking the elderly to community supports as

dependency in old age increases.

While spouses remain the primary source of help for

increasingly dependent elderly person, adult children are

the nexù main source of assistance. Even though the

majority of older adult,s remain in independent J-iving

accommodations separate from their adult childrenr the

family continues to interact, frequently and informally

exchanging help and a variety of supports when needed

( Shanas , L979) .

In adjusting bo and accommodating for the changing

needs and dependencies of the parental generation' the tasks

faced by the adult children vithin the older family are

complex, varied and unique to each family constell-ation as

it "pioneers" unknown "territory'r.

Lillian Troll writes that this tr.. . diversity of

intergeneratiOnal relationS . .. " is ". . . a consequence of

diversity in family boundaries and family themes" (Tro11,

1980, p. 76). In gaining an understanding of the unique

aspects of the older family as a system she asks that both
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'r. . . person-to-person bonds as well as person-to-group

bonds be considered". A seven point framework for

considering intergenerational relations in later life

includes:

1. Content of Interaction;

2. DiversitY of fnteraction;

3. QualitY of Interaction;

4. Patùerning of Interaction;

5. Reciprocity v. s. Complement'arity;

6. IntimacY; and

7. Interpersonal Perception (trol1' 1980r P' B5-

B7)

This framework affords a way of looking at the shift in

family interaction and function occurring when physical and

mental health factors within the parental generation change

in relationship to the normal aging process. TrolI relates

that "... f amilies trill react to the aging of t'heir

relatives in terms of t,heir shared famity theme or value

system. All generations in a family share perceptions of

hor,¡ aging should go based upon models presented by earlier

family members who grow old" (Tro11r 1980, P. Bg)'

The shared familial perceptíon of ". " how aging

should go" is closely tied to the variable of health in the

elder generation. Health rt. .. becomes the catalyst in

relation to a number of aspects of family life: residential

patterns, economic support', kin interaction, and, on

occasion, legal implications" (Streib & Beck' 1981, p. 942)
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The caregiving capacity of the older family in

attempting to meet the needs of older relatives as health

care concerns emerge in later life oft,en brings the family

into contact with formal systems of care. In negot,iating

with a bureaucratic system, the older family often finds

itsetf in an adversarial position because of t,he pervasive

nature of the myt,h of family alienation and abandonment of

t,he elderly. According to Elaine Brody (1981), these

destructive beliefs based upon the alienation myth " "'

impede the utilization of knowledge in the interests of

older people and their familíes" (Brody, l-981, p. 47L)'

These beliefs are as follows:

1. "the formal support system (composed of

government and community services) gives the

bulk of care received by the dependent elderly";

2. "the provision of services by the formal system

undermines family responsibilit,y and encourages

the familY to shirk"; and

3. "famities repay the devotion of elderly parents

by abandoning them - even dumping them into

institut,ions" (Brody, 1981, p. 47L).

In order for t,he older family as a whole to meet this

perspective with the goal of working as an equal member of

the caregiving "team", sussman argues that families rr. ..

must have a knowledge of their options and the skills to use

them, in order to cope with and constrain the powers of

bureaucracies" (Sussman in Streib & Beck, 1981, p. 947).
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Before reviewing the literature pertaining to today's

older family in a caregiving role, a statement about the

future direction of research relating to the older family is

worth considering in it,s entirety. It was wrítten as

f o11or+s:

"Earlier research has concentrated on the

microenvironment t,he act.ivities, emotions, and

interactions in the individual family. However, researchers

in the 1980's r'¡ill f ind it f ruitful to study the

macro'environment and how it impacts on older families

microenvironment i . e. , the ef f ect's of bureaucracy r perlS ion

provisions, service programs, and changes in medical care

provisions. In our opinion, the area of family

bureaucratic linkages l¡i11 provide some of the most

challenging research opportunities in the next decade"

(Streib & Beck, 1981, p. 952)

In L987, the older family is increasingly challenged

in coping not onl-y n¡it,h caregiving responsibif ities to elder

family members, but with the impact of the macroenvironment

upon family life (Brody, 1985).

Problem Def inition - Adult Children Coping Wit'h Aqi4q

Parents

"My thoughts are 3. Having to leave them and Lhey

wonrt stop crying gets to me.: (L. ' an only child,

1eB6 )

Adult children coping with t,heir ol¡n aging as well as



the increased dependencies of ol-der relatives is paradoxical

in naturei all caregiving efforts wil-l not prevent the

eventual decline and death of the older generation and our

becoming that generation in turn. Society has no clear role

definition for the adult child caregiver. Old roles and

expectations often block creative adapt,ation as each

individual in the older family negotiates change (Xuypers &

Trute , I}TB). The adult chí1d seeks meaning in the

caregiving role (mÍsunderstood, denied or unappreciated in

society) while often overwhelmed by his/her own life-span

development,al tas]<s. Fear of one's own aging and death,

fear of dependence and loss of independence, lack of

preparation in t,aking care of parents, interference of

caregiving tasks wit,h anticipated freedom, sibling rivalry

over sharing caregiving, and the need to help parents

through their own grief and losses are issues specific to

the situation in which the adult, children of aging parents

must int,eract in uniquely diverse lrays (Mitter, 1981 , P.

422) .

Additionallyr the continued independence of the

parental generation often becomes an issue of concern and

anxiety for the middle generation as anticipation of

disaster ana' Aäciine based upon society's ageist definition

of l-ate life fail-s to appear in family elders according t'o

the chronological "clock" (Bumagin & Hirn , L979, p. L27) .

As botn- the "expected" and "unexpected" become woven into

L7
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the complex fabric of older famiJ-y livíng, iL is no r,¡onder

t,hat denial of change within t,he individual and within the

family emerges as a primary coping style for adults of all

generations (Kuypers & Trute, r97B).

Whether the necessity of assuming a caretaking role

becomes apparent over time or whether it is suddenly thrust

upon the adult child at a time of crisis, it is laden with

emotional overtones. The reality of assumingi the

mul-tiplicit,y of tasks that this role implies emerges only as

caregivers "take on" the role out of love, dutyr past

experience or proximity (nobinson & Thurnher , L979) -

Initial work defining and presenting the supportive

nature of the older family dÍd not att,empt to delineate the

role of women as caregivers but focused upon adult children

in general (Blenkner, 1965; Shanas, L979). The idea of

"fi1ia1 maturity" (Blenkner' f965) was early proposed as a

way (at least philosophically) to overcome the inability of

adult, children to accept and accommodate to the demands

placed upon them by the increasing dependency needs of the

older adults within the family. For many mid-life women

tradit,ional gender-appropriat,e roles have been "added to" by

entry into t,he work place, the return of young adult

children to t,he "empty nest", and the expansion of the

caregiving needs of older relatives (erody, 1981).

"Adequate role performance" and the promised relief

of achieving "filial- maturity" may be overridden by
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continuous and increasing pressure on the caregiver to

adjust family and work schedules in an attempt to cope with

all that filial responsibifity may demand (Brody, Johnson &

Fulcomer, L9B4).

Recent, studies focused upon inter-generational

caregiving by women reveal t,hat, "wometl in the middle"

(Brody, 1981) are increasingly embarking upon a "caregiving

career" (Brody, 1985) of assisting several aging relatives

at the same time or one after another over time. This need

for trextended carert at the familial level perhaps ref lects

the known demographic increase in the number of the very

old, those over B0 years, who are (and will remain)

disproportionately female (Neysnith, 1981, p. 55). The need

Lo provide care for this proportion of the growing aged

population and the response of 'r'Irromen in the middle:'t in

meeting t,his need is described by Elaine Brody in t'he

following manner:

t'Belatedlyr'alternatives' to institutional care

are now being advocated, the 'natural or informat

support system' has been discovered, and t'he

'family' is being cheered on in its caregiving

role. . . . It has become clear that such words and

phrases are only euphemisms for adult daughters

(and daughters-in-1aw) who are the true

alternatives " ( Brody, l-981, p. 47 4) .

Interestingly, little has been studied about
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mother-daughter relat,ionships in later life when the mother

is not dependent or frail and the daughter is a mature

adult. One study of L/L hlomen between the ages of 35 55

contradicted the "image of mother-daughter relationships as

normatively and permanently a conflicted anxiety-producing

onerr (Baruch & Barnett, 1983, p. 605). However, distressful

periods when the rewards of the mother-daughter relationship

were often overshadowed \^rere discovered:

l. during the daughter's struggle for identit'y

and autonomy in early adulthood; and

2. when the mother was found to be in poor health

Baruch & Barnett f9B3).

The "tinked lives" (Fischer, f986) of adult daughters

and their mothers often remain posit,ively perceived when the

parent continues to lead an active, independent' life but

becomes defined in predominatety negative terms if symptoms

of erratic behavior and mental deterioration are present in

the older family member resulting in an increasingly

stressful caregÍving relationship (no¡inson and Thurnher,

Ig7g, p. 590). Muüual aid and positive regard can

characterize the mother-daughter relationship in later 1Ífe

(Bromberg, f 9B3 ) if the tasks associat,ed with caregiving do

not become overwhelming to the caregiver.

In an attempt to clarify t,he relationship between

âgê, marital status, work/non-work status, living

arrangements and the amount of help provided to aged mothers

by mid-life daughters, Lang and Brody (fg8:) discovered



that:

1. age factors illustrated parallel aging by both

generations with some indication of the

changes in helping patterns as ages increased;

2. marital status and work/non-work status both

signified the possibility of time and energy

limitations due to competing demands; and

3. living arrangements Ìrere indicative of the

type and amount of care required by the elder

. family member ( related t,o the known relation-

ship of poor health and sharing a household) '

Again, these mid-life caregivers were revealed to be a very

heterogeneous group wit,h changingr varied lifestyles whose

caregiving capacit,ies were often overextended by their

situations (Lang & BrodY, 1983).

Defined as a "normative stress" (Brody, 1985)

caregiving to t,he elderly may lead to burnout'

( Freudenberger & North, t9B5 ) self neglect (Marcus & 'Iaeger '

LgB4) and most serious of all, abuse of the elderly

(Giordano & Giordano, 1984).

The titerature discussing physical abuse of the

e1derly, self-negl-ect in the elderly, financial

exploitation, negl-igence, psychological abuserand violation

of elders' human rights shows the extent of family

caregivers' involvement in this crisis. The most frequent'ly

cited U.S. staùistics show that' from 5OO,0OO to 2'5 million

27
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cases of el-der abuse occur in one year (peAricks-Cornell &

Gelles, 19Bl). One in ten older adults living with a family

member are esùimated by Law and Kasberg (L979) to be victims

of abuse (Giordano & Giordano, 1984, p. 232-233).

O'Rourke ( 1981) believes t,hat elder abuse is

triggered by t,he interplay of multiple factors t'hat' are

hypothesized to lead to abusive situations. The theories

proposed include the following dimensions:

1. family dYnamics;

2. dependence brought on by impairmentsi

3. personality t'raits of t,he abuser;

4. filial crisis;

5. internal stressi

6. external stress; and

7. negative societal attitude toward the elderly

(Giordano & Giordano, IgB4, P- 234).

The complexity of crisis elements impacting upon a perhaps

already vulnerable caregiver can lead to decreased

competence, frustration, exhaustion and immobilization,

l¡hich, in combination with a negative viewpoint can

cul-minate in abuse.

reinforced by negative stereotypes toward elderly people and

t,heir roles in society the resul|ing misperceptions may

be a major force in t,he creation of situations that are

conducive to abuse beeause these negatíve attitudes tend to

t'Patterns of elder abuse and neglect may be
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dehumanize etderly persons and make it easier for an abuser

to victimize them r¿it,hout f eeling remorse" (Giordano &

Giordano, L984, p. 235). Litt,le research has been done on

t,he extent, nature and causes of elder abuse but there is

some conjecture (ltaddox, L975) as to future increases in

abusive situations due to reduced services to the elderlyr

caused by budget, cuts in t,he u.s. (and in canada). Already

overextended families (specifically larger numbers of women)

will find it necessary to care directly for dependent older

relatives in often highly vulnerable situations (Giordano &

Giordano , L984, p. 236) .

In summaryr virtually all of the recent literat,ure

which examines the caregiving role of t,he mid-generation of

l{omen in today's ol-der family recommends in conctuding their

findings that t,he Stressful nature of caring for a dependent

elder must continue to be addressed by the formal system of

care. As the spectre of increased incidents of elder abuse

has entered the social consciousness, the real danger may

lie in the continued mythology that giving "too much" to the

older person in r+ay of support services will "cause"

caregivers to "shirk their duty" (Brody, fgBl-)' The

adversarial- nature (or merely rhetorical acknowledgement of

family support) of the formal- system has led Elaine Brody

(1985) to state that increasingly overburdened

r,.v¡omen-in-the-middle" will become the scapegoat of social

policy dictates involving care of the elder1y. current
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programs of home care services are established to meet the

needs of increasing dependency, but' a recent study in

Manitoba illustrates that users of the services are províded

care by both formal- and informal care providers and are in

poorer health than non-users (Chappell, 1985). The idea

that, under stress' a family wilt "opt-out" if formal

service is int,roduced seems to be unfounded. What is known,

however, is that a variety of ways to assist adult children

act,ing as older family caregivers to remain in balance vith

the formal system continues to need to be defined,

implemented and examined both at a preventive and

restorative level.

Framework For Intervention

"My thoughts are 4. I get too much in my head '

trying to accomplish too much and I miss tittle

thíngs that, just don't occur to me." (L. ' a

caregiver, 1986)

Intervention with an individual coping with meeting

the needs of an increasingly dependent, older family member

must include enough flexibilit,y to "fit" the often changing

situation and perception of the client in a pro-active and

supportive manner. "One of the important ingredients is

adaptation of a basic stance towards working with normal

people with normal troubles during critical times in their

life span" (Golan, 1981, p. 26I). Golan goes on to say that,

the use of relat.ionship belween the client and worker in



transitional situations goes beyond the "degree of

involvement" in intervening in acute crisis sit,uations to

one in which "... a professional can inject into a treatment

experience the qualit,y of a r4rarm, empathic, concerned,

and genuine relationship that really accepts the person as

he is, with all of his'bumps and warts' this type of

bonding can have both educational and therapeutic

implications quit,e over and beyond the nature and content of

the intervention itself" (Go1an, 1981, p. 27O-27I)' In

addition to this basic stance, the worker should have

experience with older adults and current knolr'ledge about

normal age-related change, the older family' ego and

developmental psychology, chronic illness, and avaílability

of bot,h formal and informal services in the community.

fn planning an intervention, iL is vital to begin

r,¡ith the basic premise and value orientation which assumes

that ,,. .. Individuals are inherently problem solving and

desire the resources and skills to act in a problem solving

manner, also, within undefined limits, as wanting an

expansion of connectivities and cl-usters, and thus new

information, resources and the possibility of support"

(Erickson, 7984, p. f 5 ) . Buitding upon t,his orientation is

the concept of competence within the older family'

"Competence is a useful description of the behavioral goal

or ideal in negotiating the transítions of aging" (Kuypers &

Bengtsonr 1983, p. f1). In their discussion of ecological

25
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Íssues within t,he older f amily, Kuypers and Bengtson (1983 )

go on to delineate three equally important facets of

competence:

1 . " adequate role Perf ormancerr ;

2. "caPacitY to adaPt"; and

3. "exPerienced masterY".

It is l¡hen these interworking aspects of competence become

reduced or inadequate for a variety of re,asons and

at critical times in the older family caregiver's

negot'iation of transitions within lner/hís olln lif e that help

is needed in altering behavior, thinking and feeting in

adapting to change.

Recogni zing that the older family in its entirety is

of ten viewed as a r,. .. poor unit f or work" in crisis

situations (Kuypers & Trut,e , L978), the utilízation of the

concept of "network coaching" in reference to working with

one motivated family member in order to produce beneficial

change in the entire family offers a modified approach

(Kliman & Trimble, 1983). Linking the idea of "network

coaching" with that of "net'work construction" through the

Ir. . . establishment of psychotherapeutic mutual support

groups,r (Kliman & Trimbl-e, 1983, p. 293) may af ford a ne'w

I'net,, for concerned, caregiving members of Lhe older family'

The t'possibility of support" from the "expansion of

connectivities and clustersr' (Ericksonr L}BA) offered by a

created or "constructed" netl¡orl< may function in a similar



manner as other socÍal support networks in later life. rr...

They can buffer individuals from the effects of stress or

i1lness, serve as a protective shield, provide exposure to

new ideas and attitudes, meet emotional and affection needs,

and provide material resources and instrumental aid"

(Saulnier, L7BZt p. 19). All of bhese functions t,hat support

the elder family member in meeting the challenges of aging

may apply equally as well to the generation of adult

children acting aS caregivers. Construction of a 'rbuf f er'l

for the informal "net" of care of the elderly remains

central to the concept, of supporting the elder populat,ion in

society today.

Various treatment approaches in intervening with life

transitions can be unified under a problem-solving and

task/action continuum with a flexible time frame. Golan

(f ggf ) of fers a three phase hierarchy of intervention t,hat

is appropriate in helping the adult child cope with the

increasing dependency of older family members. Phase one is

closely linked with crisis intervention as the caregiver

often initiates contact during a crisis event involving the

parent or as the caregiver approaches a state of exhaustíon.

Phase two invol-ves working out material-arrangemental tasks

for each problem area identified. Phase three focuses upon

the psychosocial tasks f aced by the caregiver. It, is at t'he

level of Phase three t,hat the individual often becomes

,'stuck" in coping vith transition. These psychosocial tasks

27



run concurrent with, compound or block the abili

caregiver to carry out necessary or appropriat,e

material-arrangemental tasks and are those areas

most helped by professional intervention (Go1an,

266-267).

Searching the limited conceptual tools available in
the literature pert,aining to intervention with t,he older

family in it,s caregiving role has resulted in an attempt to

link aspects of Naomi Golanrs Crisis Tnt,ervention Framework

(1978) rrith a Three Phase Hierarchy for intervention in life

transitíons offered by Golan (fgAr) btended with Inputs from

the Family Support Cycle developed by Kuypers and Bengtson

(1983) as part of their heuristic model of ecological issues

and the older famíly.

2B

by of the

The following integrative practice model may serve to

specify intervention "steps" in assisting adulü children

experiencing the "pushes and pulls" of act,ing as caregiver

to older family members.

Phase 1

or Issues

1981, p.

Beqinninq ( FormuLation)

1. Contact,.

L. Clarif y nat,ure of crisis event:

a. physical,/healt,h components i

b. mental health,/impairment components;

c. componenls of physical environment (fiving

conditions ) ; and

d. financial components.
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What is current crisis status?:

a. acute statei and

b. chronic state (on-going hazardous events,

elements of burnout).

Allow f or ventilation of f eelíngs,/hazard

enumerat ion:

4.

a. anxiety/feari

b. anger/rage¡

c. guilt/eoncerni

d. disbelief,/denial; and

e. sadness/sorrow.

5. Examine caregiver resources, expectationsr conflicts:

a. examine what has been done by caregiver

to meet demand; and

b. focus on demand vs capacity to meet demand.

Describe and mobi Líze external

supports:

a. medical support;

b. formal home-care servicesi

c. respit,e care; and

d. informal help - friendsr n€ighborsr other

family member, volunteers.

Future working contract:

a. Suggest timited roles of short

term involvementi

7.



1. show family caregiver that, limited

roles are acceptable;

2. avoid over-extension of caregiver's

resources;

3. recognize competing int,ergenerational

demands i

4. recognize time,/energy constraints

reduce stress; and

5. mediate the "hostile elementsrr of

over- involvement (ttre "martyr"

caregiver).

Phase 2 & 3

Middle ( Implementation)

l. Program quick success:

a. demonstrate and re-affirm experience of

masterY.

2. Delineate reasonable involvement

with solving specific, current problems.

3. Identify and carry out material-arrangemental

tasks:

30

a. recognize lack of supports/services;

b. explore available/potential solutions,

resources, changing roles; look at choices

and options; weigh advantages and

disadvantages;

c. made a choice and "try it' out" (may be

series of 'tria1 and errorr attempts or
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period of 'waiting' for formal services);

d. begin use of new solution/resource:

explore expectations, limitations of

functionÍng in nev rule¡ and

e. go through adaptation period; developing

increasing competence; stress decreases

to more manageable state.

4. Explore cognitive and affective impact of

changes (psvchosocial- tasks) :

a. examine threat to past security, sense of

competence;

b. deal wit,h fearsr sêrlsê of helplêssnêssr

frustrations in dealing with changes in

role; acknowledge stress, Panic,

ambivalences i

c. pin-point and r,¡ork out active coping for

meeting stress and frustration in

implementing solutions' resources;

d. examine moralisms and guilt:

1. explore external, inappropriat'e labels;

2. explore feelings of failure' implied

críticism from others; lack of

satisfaction and appreciation from

others; and

e. assist in recognizing and accepting
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realíty of losses caregiver is,/wi11
experience in order to accept limits.

5. Achieve limited, feasibte goals:
a. reward approximation; and

b. agree to lessened gratification of needs
for short term.

6. Mobi Lize strenqths:
a. learn new copÍng pat,t,ernsi

b. look for new sources of gratificat ion/
enj oyment,. and

c. focus on what can be done, reduce crisis
"panic"/pressure.

Termination

1. Review the intervent,ion from start to f ínish:
a. emphasis on tasks accomplished and new

ways of coping.

2. Outline ner,¡ ties r¿ith persons and resources.
3. Foster realist,ic view of future:

a. all caregiving efforts will not prevent
eventual loss of older family member; and

b. begin to face own aging.
4. Follow-up with,/develop on_going

sú¡iports:

a. support groups for famíly caregiver for
on-g-oing problems resolution,/expansion
of knowledge about agingr comfilunication,

" ways of coping; and



Each of these tasks or ínt,erim goals can be further
specified,/modified as the worker and client move through the
phases of intervention. Emphasis throughout, should be
placed on separating fact,s from feelingsr myths and

stereotypes about ord age from índividual parent who is
agingr ând normal aging f rom age-related or ot,her disease.
Becoming 'educated' helps to normarize the stress
experienced in coping with increased parental dependency and
a11ows the client to enhance ]^er/]'ís coping skilrs and
decision making pol¡ers ( or to share decisions with parent,s ) .

within the "constructed,' network of the support group
all of the above tasks bot,h arrangemental and psychosocial
can be addressed in a para1lel manner. ,,Many of these
tasks, both arrangemental and psychosocialr ârê engaged in
r,¡ithout conscious pressure or ambivalencei others may

require considerable support,, learning and ,girding of t,he
loins'. But' they rie at t,he heart, of t,he bridging process
and can offer an appropriate guide by which t,he

practitioner can help the client first, examine and then cope
with t,he complex process', (Go1an, 1986, p. 31) . By building
upon competence, reducing stress and offering new learning
at both a experient'Íal and didactic 1evel, the support
groups met,hod of intervent,ion seems to "match upr¡ with the

b.
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disease specific support,,/education groups
(i.e. Alzheimer's, parkinson,s, Stroke,
etc. )



process of copinq wit,h transitions within
and reflected in the surrounding ,,growing
world.

Met,hod of fntervent,ion

"My thoughts are

needed Home Care.

fnformal sma11 group r.¡ork Ís based upon t,he
restoraüive and preventat.ive functions of naturally
occurring support, systems defined as s

"An enduring pattern of continuous or intermitt,ent
ties t,hat, play a significant part, ín maintaining
the psychic and physical integrity of the
individual overtime ftfrey] are attachments
among indÍviduals or between individuals and
groups t,hat serve to improve adaptive competence
in dealing with short, term crisis and life
transitions as well as long_term challenges,
st,ressesr ãDd privat,ions,, (Caplan & Ki11i1ew,
1976, p. 4I in Rosenberg r L984, p. I74)
Recent 1it'erature reporting the effect,iveness of

small group vork with family caregivers reflects the
importance of these functions. lfhi1e 1ittle has been
emphasized in regard t'o t,heory or process in this body of
work and well defíned evaluation methods have not been
established, the sma11 group remaÍns ùhe intervention of
choice in assisting family careg.ivers to cope ¡,¡ith meetingr

1l

5. f feel guitty my mother
(L., a woman, 1986)

34

t,he older family
older" socia1
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the needs of dependent parents. The full pot,ential for thís
group work is just beginning to be recognÍzed (silverman,
Kahn & Anderson, 1977 , ¡ Hausman , LgTg; Get,zel , L9B2¡ Clark &

Rakonrski, 1983; Hartford & parson, l9B3; Cohen, 1gB3).

Support Group Definitíon and Characterist,ics
similar in some '¡ays to therapy and self-help groups,

the support group is set apart by pearl Rosenberg (ßaq) as

a special "therapeutic entity". She states t,hat, ,,The core
of the most common definition of the support group - that
is, sharing one's problems with others suffering from the
same stress - has always been recognized as a powerful
weapon for ameliorating that, stress" (Rosenberg, L9g4, p.

r73) .

She goes on to specify the characteristics, goals,
dynamics of change and leadership strategy of a support
group and differentiates the support group from therapy
groups and self-help groups. "constructed' along horizontal
rather than hierarchical linesr mêffibêrs consist of 'normal
people wit,h normal troubles" looking for ansÌrers and help in
a problem-solving way. closer to social network concepts

and descriptions of reality than systems concepts of
interaction, the actual complexity of social phenomena is
paral-1eled rather t,han simplif ied (e¡ets & Abe1s, lgBo )

within the groupr st,ressing enhanced coping and

ínt'erpersonal rather than generic insights. 'soft" therapy
dynamics within the group reinforces rather than
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reeonstructs and concrete guidance is offered by group

members who control it,s focus. While leadership

transparency is high (in contrast with group t,herapy), the

support group leader shares feelings, acts as a positive
role model emphasizing trust, support and communicat,ion

among group members and provides information, guidance, and

advice along with the group members. As facilitator, the
group leader seeks to "make easy" the cohesion of the group

by pointing out simil-arities and differences in situat,ions

as revealed in the discussion-stepping back when group

members are successful in working on their own (Rosenberg,

1984, p. 175-183).

The therapeutic significance of the support group

evolves from the following elements:

1. Installat,ion of hope;

2. Universality ì

3. Imparting of informat,ion;

4. Development of socializing techniques;

5. Initiative behavior;

6 . Int,rapersonal learning; and

7. Catharsis (Vatom, L970, in Rosenberg, L984, p.

r79) .

The development of

group as a means of assist

service to their elders is
both generations. "While

a program t,hat uses t,he support

ing the family caregivers in their
a realist,ic service approach t,o

this approach cannot be a



Careqiver Groups

methodol0gy that, currently comprises work with groups of
adult children (and/or relatives of an aging family member)

is generalry descriptive Ín nature. s1ight,ly varying
emphasis, format, size, time-frame and leadership of t,hese
groups are delineated but, in general, they are seen to
províde:

1. ',fnformatíon about the aging process
(bioroqicalr psychol0gical and social) as they
ímpact on loved onesi

2. Aid in obtaining resources, entitlementsr ârrd

benefÍt,s to aid their own efforts;
3. Assistance with interpersonal problems among

the caregiver, the elderly and other
relatives;

4. Support for the caregiver l¡ho is under

pressure and frequently lacks recognít,ion; and

5. Assistance Ín planning for the elderl_y in
1_íght, of theír changing condition,, (Getzel,
7982, p. 96).

This growing body of gerontological literature
illustrates Lhe need to develop a knowledge base about the
stages of caregiving, t,he nature of the stress and t,he

demands upon the caregiver, the kinds of coping skill_s
neededr and t,he possibility of long-term benefit,s from
support grouþ participation. current information is

The 1Íterature t,hat addresses the issues and

JI
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composed of program reports' case studíes, and observatÍons

noted by pract,itioners and group members. To dat,e' the

greatest benefits reported are in the realm of psychosocial

tasks relaùed to caregiving. Material-arrangemental tasks

seem not to cause as much stress for caregivers who have

participated in these programs, but the results are timited

in their generalizabifity and evaluatÍon methods

development of empirícal approaches will- continue to need

study and demonstration in future group programs (C1ark &

Rakowski, 1983) .

The development of programs using the small- group

intervention starled about ten years ago with plans to offer

educational programs to caregivers of elderly parents.

Originating through Child and FamÍly Services of hiashtenalr

County in Ann Arbor, Michigan, this program offered didactic

and therapeutic learning about aging by using a

lect,ure/discussion format presented by family therapists and

resource persons (Silverman, Kahn & Anderson, L977).

Emphasis on counseS-ing groups lras the approach taken

by the Communiüy Psychiat,ric CLinÍc of Montgomery Countyr

Maryland, for its work víth Adult Chil-dren coping with aging

parents. This eight wee]ç program focused upon relationship

and dependency issues and is often cited in the

bibl-iographies of more recent r,rorJç (Hausman, L979).

Hartf ord and Parsons ( l-983 ) al-so used a t ime-1imit'ed '
cLosed small- group for caregivers, but began to move toward

the cohesion needed in a support group by all-owing potential-
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participants to assist in definÍng the goals of the group.

Emphasis on process and pre-group planning is more evident
in this report and the themes focused upon in t,he sessions
included:

l-. Actions taken wit,h relatÍves;
2. Feelings related to caregiving;
3. Relationshíps; and

4. Increased knowledge (bot,h dÍdactic and

experiential ) ( Hart,f ord & parsons, t_gg3 ) .

An expansion of Hausman's (f gZg) and Hart,ford &

Parsons' (1983) work is outlined ín the literat,ure by cohen

(rgag). This group used additional reading as an adjunct to
group 'l¡orl<. Goals specif ied for t,his group included:

1. Offering support;

2. fnformation and assistance to t,hose needing

to ma}çe specÍfic decisions; and

stress management and communication.

No evaluation other than subjective reports and behavioral
evidence demonstrat,ed by group participant,s was included in
this project, report (Cohen, 1983).

.) Teaching self-care skills in assertiveness,

The group work program which is part of the Natural
support Program of ühe community servíce society of New york

is described by George Get,zel (tggZ) as offering ,,...

counseling, educationaL content and social action
opportunities to persons who generally are unalrare of
avail-ab1e options to enhance their caring activities"



( Get,zet , Lg82 | p. 91) . This report sets out guide1r""0=O ,t

handle what he cal-ls "phase specific sítuations" in these

groups which are l-ocaùed throughout the community. six

phases offer a pattern of intervention to the practitioner

and are t,he closesü to the dynamics and leadership

strategies examined in Rosenberg's (l-984) díscussion of

support group characteristics and dynamícs. By rr... setting

the conditions by which members are given maximum autonomy

in setting group priorities and consolidating their

caregiver roles" these neighborhood Support groups have a

high cohesion factor which has allowed them to form both

self-help and caregiver advocacy groups (eetzet , 1982, P.

94-96). Described as t,he "most helpfu1" of supports offered

by the projectr this smal1 group "network" has remained

available for on-going concerns and new r'worl<" long after

the project (itseff time limit,ed) could offer assistance to

growing numbers of caregivers.

one major focus of support group work r,¡ith famÍly

caregivers has been fot those whose relatives are struggling

with cognitive impairment and dementias resultÍng primarily

from Alzheimer's Disease. Utilizing information gained from

the educational/support group literature, these groups

address the specific stressors of caring for a person with

cognitive impairments. Part,icipants report that, again,

these groups offer both necessary information and emotional

support for difficult and demanding situations (Safford,

1980 , Lazarus, Staf ford, Cooper, Cohler & Dyslcen, 1981;

Stever & Cl-ark ' L982) .



program rrras chosen to serve as a ,'platform[ for begÍnning

work with adult, children acting as caregivers to parents ín

the WinnÍpeg area. The "As Parents Grow 01der" Program will
be explaíned in detail in the next sectÍon of the liùerature
review and referred to in ühe sections of the report

examining implementation of the intervention as an agency

sponsored offering t,o fanily caregivers coping wit,h change

in elder family members.

"As Parents Grow 01der" Program

Put,ting theory and practice together is always the

4L

Taking all of the above into consideratÍon, one

goal of the Social Work practitioner.
practicalit,y often are linked realistíca11y at the agency

1evel and "re-inventing the wheel'r often sLows or negates

the process of planning and implement,ing a new program.

Because it, was believed that the need for a

supportive program for family caregivers (specifically adult,

chi1dren) would become more evident in our community over

time, the search for something "hands on" that had been

developed and ut,ilized wit,h good results in other

communit,ies to 'rleave behind'r at the agency was undertaken.

Readily available at minimal cost, a manual for replication
of the I'As Parents Grorr¡ Older" program served such a

purpose. The Development and Eva

Support, Groups For Families of t,he Aqed, a co-operative

proj ect of The Instit,ute of Gerontology in Ann Arbor and

Child and Family Services of Michigdnr fnc. r+as pl-anned and

Practice and



field tested in several Míchigan communities beginnin îr^

1978. The program manual ref lects t,he resulbs of this

project in careful detail. Contents of the manual includes:

1. fntroductíon and Program Description;

2. Facilitat'ing The Group Process;

3. Preparation;

4. The Sessions (6);

5. Appendix A - exampLes of publicity;

Appendix B - handouts for duplication

other recommended material;

Appendix C - bibliography for each subject area

offered in the sessions.

(Silverman, Brahce, & Zielinski, 1981)

Depending upon the goal-s of each group, emphasis can

be placed upon ùhe educational format presented Ín six

sessions or upon the supportive (experiential) focus also

addressed in the program. Variaüion in groups, individual-

needs and sit,uations are easily accommodated for by

nodÍfying and expandÍng upon the common issues and practical

suggestions offered.

Îf the program is presented as primarily educational

with secondary supportive purposes, each of the six sessions

is given as'a' complete l-esson plan. DetaÍl-ed session by

session plans include topic, objectives, concepts (both

content and process), materialsr handouts and charts'

recommended references, preparations and session

instructions" for group l-eaders to fol-1ow. The SesSional

topics covered by this program incl-ude:
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Understanding the Psychological Aspects of Aging;

Chronic Tllnesses and Behavioral Changes With

Age;

3. Sensory Deprivation and Improving communication;

4. Living Arrangements and Shared Decision Makíng;

5. The Availability and utitization of Community

Resourcesi and

Plans for developing a support group with educational

adjuncts stresses the use of the session by session plan

from the perspectives of the group members. In this regard,

topics would be dealt rrrith as they arose from group

discussions with consideration of situational varÍations

specific to each group member. Order of discussion and

"weight'r of each topic would Vary with group membersr needs'

For example, the topic "Chronic I1l-nesses and Behavioral

changes with Age,' can be addressed in the group by first

discovering what illnesseS are specific to group membersl

el-ders, what factual information have they learned and can

share (along vlth reading materials), irhat changes in

parental behaviors have they observed and how they have

coped witn these changes and, secondly, what more do they

need or would lilce to knoÌf about the subject. New

informat,ion can be presented informally by the facilitator

or by a mini-l-ecture. Group membersr shared knowl-edge

building, validation of experiencer êOd movement toward

6. Dealing With Our Feelings.

( Si lverman, Brahce , Zíelinski , l-981 )

,.' l



group cohesion is promoted by this approach ut,i1 irinn Ln"

"As Parents Grow older" program as a "platformlr for work and

informat i on .

As increasing numbers of competent, caring adult
children contínue to "hunt dom" available resources and

learn to cope with scarcÍty, waiting listsr and the

limiüations of the formal system to meet increasing

dependencies in our "growing oldert' population, this model

witt continue to serve as a basis for pJ_anning,

implement'at'ion and pract,ical guidance necessary for future
and on-going support groups in the communit,y. Deleting o1d

information and adding current ínformation will help keep

bolh practiüioner and clienùs I'on top of things" as changes

in service provision takes place and research on aging and

age-related disease continues. The successful aging of the

support generation may vel-1 be assisted by such a program

being offered rtas is" or modified according to changing

needs as caregivers experience societal, familial and person

transition - "pÍoneering" on the ner,¡ !'frontier" of life
experiences.

Conclusion

The complexit,y and scope of issuesr concêrns and

problems and beginnings of ways to assist caregivers of the

elderly ¡øithin Lhe older family constellation today is
reflected in the lit,erature currently avaÍl_ab1e. As new

information and ways of evaluat,ing work with caregivers is
added to this growíng body of knowledge, it witt be the
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responsibility of agencies and practitioners to respond by

utilizíng t,his netr ínf ormation ín their work wit,h people of

all generations in the older family in a pro-active,

preventative and practical manner.



fntroduct i on

InterventÍon based upon educatíonal/support group

models previously outlined was developed and implemented

under t,he Sponsorship of two community based agencies in

winnipeg The Age and opportunity centre Inc. and The

Fort Garry Family Life Information Centre Inc'

Both of these agencies, funded in part' by the

Unit,ed Wayr have similar objectives mandated to meet the

needs'of residents within the Fort Garry area and

residents of greater Winnipeg wit'h educational programs

and personal services. Both agencies have well developed

volunteer programs, focus on prevention and knowl-edge

buÍlding in their educational programsr and are regarded

in a positive way by the community in general'

The role of each agency will be elaborated upon in

t,he f ollor,¡ing discussion specif ic to p1-anning,

implementation, content, process, ci-ient progress and

outcome in the support groups as they evolved within t'he

two settings.

TNTERVENTTON
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Concurrent Groups

Beginning in April of 1985 and continuing into

January of LIBT r three separate groups of adult children

caring for aging parents came t'ogether seeking

information and mutual support for their continuing

involvement in attempting to meet the increasing needs of
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the older adults in t,heir famil-ies. Although planning

and initial stages of program impJ-ementation had been

initiat,ed at, The Age and opportunity centre, Inc. f or six

weeks prior to contact with The Fort Garry Family Life

Information Centre fnc. I work with sma11 groups of family

caregivers began with an inquiry and invitation from the

proj ect, coordinator at the Fort Garry Centre to

participate in the development of a group in t'hat

sett,inq.

The ongoing group

sponsorshiP of the Forl

Centre will be described

differences, advantages

groups will be discussed

section of this rePort.

Agenc

ïnc.

that has develoPed under the

carry Family Life Information

first,. Similarities and

and disadvantages of the various

in detail in the evaluation

As previously stated, The Fort Garry Family Life

Information Centre Inc. is a volunteer agency offering

educational programs and services to the residents of the

Fort, Garry area. The central goal of the agency is to

enhance the quality of family life. Three specific

obj ectives in ifre agency's mandate are closely tied to

the purposes of the small group intervention to enhance

and support the efforts or informal caregivers to older

adults within the community. These objectives are:

1. "To provide learning experiences for parenùs

The Fort Garr Fami 1 Life Informa Centre
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and other family members related to their

individual needs and roles within the farnily;

To assíst the community in obtaining social

and family-related services, by working Ín

consultation ruith existing social service

agencies and institutions; and

2.

3. To provide residents in the community with

information on family -rel-ated resources."

(Brochure for Ft,. Garry)

Originally established to meet the needs and interests of

younger families, Fort Garry began in April- of 1985 to

offer information to míd-l-ife and older families through

a presentat,ion entitled I'The Sandwich Generation".

Oriqin

Thís meeting was attended by approximately 25

persons, many of whom I4lere of t,he "generation caught, in

the middle" (Mi11er, 19Bl). Based upon information

gathered in a study conducted by the Faculty of Human

Ecology at, the University of Manitoba, the presentation

revealed to the audience r+hat it already knew through

everyday experiences

1. That famil-Íes continued to care for elderly

members as they negotiated the sea of loss and

change in later adulthood; and

2. That. the members of the middle generatíon who

did t,he caregiving were women.
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Whife interestíng, informativer and based upon research

done in Mennonite communities in Manit,oba, t'his

presentation left the audience r^¡ith the unanswered

questions bringing them to the meeting in the first

place, "What do r+e do about all of these responsibilities

to our ]cids and to our folks - when it is my turn?"

Following some discussion of a support group for

"sandwich" people at this meetingr I was contacted by the

project coordinator for suggestÍons and materials that,

would help her in planning a group for caregivers.

Pre-Group Planninq

Following several meetings rqith the project

coordinator at the agency, it was decided that an open,

informal meeting would serve to establish need and

interest in forming such a group in t,he Fort Garry area.

In addition to letters sent to those at'tending

"The Sandrn¡ich Generation" meeting, posters rtrere

distributed to local stores and doctors offices, flyers

were sent home with school children in the Fort Garry

Area, radio spots for public service announcements

utilízed., and notif ication of the open meeting was

announced in church bulletins Ín the Fort Garry area.

All of these means of publicity are frequently used by

the agency and were easily put, into place by the office

staff.
Materíal-s from the rAs Parents Gror,¡ Olderr program
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were freely shared with the project coordinator and

available pamphlets from community services and agencies

supporting the elderly community were obtained for

dist,ribution. Readings about the older familyr support

groups for caregivers and a bibtiography compited by the

St,. ,James Branch of the Winnipeg Library System with

additional useful books available in local bookstores

gave the coordinator some necessary background materials

to use. suggestions and ideas t,hat had come out of the

pre-group planning at Age and opportunity were offered

and discussed, as were possible barriers to the eventual

development and continuation of a 'sandwich generation'

support group.

Decisions \¡rere made about proposed membership and

general purposes of this group to be emphasized in the

publicity offered. From its inception, the support group

in Fort, Garrlr was open to anyone caring for a parent,

elderly relatíve or friend. The older person could be

sharing a household wit'h the caregiver, living

independently in their own home or apartment, or residing

in a Personal Care Home. Members could also be involved

in caring for elder family members who are residing

outside of the Winnipeg area as well as within its

boundaries.

The original purposes proposed for the Fort Garry

support Group paralleled the guidelines characterizíng

support groups in general (Rosenberg, 1985),



speci fical ly :

1. üo gain mutual recognition for caregiving

efforts;
a t,o provide a supportive environment in which

to share the difficulties and rewards of

caring for an older familY memberi

to obtain new information about normal aging;

to explore with others experiencing the stress

and uncertainty of caring for an older

relative the feelings, attitudes, and ideas

needed to cope wittr increasing demands; and

to discover the availability and utilization

of formal services and community resources in

balancing the care needs of the o1der

relative.

J.

4.

5.

Place, frequenclr length and time of meetings would be

decided upon at t,he "town house" meeting if enough

interest was shown in forming a caregivers support group.

It was decided that this open meeting would be

facititated by t,he project coordinaLor with possible

input from myself regarding discussion related to

information about aging and the older family in a

caregiving ro1e. The possibility of co-facilit,atÍng and

aiding in the formation of any group that might evolve

from inLerest demonstrated at t,he f irst meeting was

discussed but not finalized when the meetíng was held on

51
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the evening of May l-sth, 1985 at Pembina Crest School in

Fort Garry. Links between Fort Garry Family Life

InformatÍon Centre and local schools and churches made

the availability of space at a certain time and place

relat,ively easy to investigate and obtain again, this

detail was attended lo by the projecù coordinator at the

agency.

Beqinninq

The five participants who attended the "tovün

house" open meeting were welcomed by the project

coordinator as represent.ative of the sponsoring agency.

Her introduction included the purpose of the meeting as

one of exploring the possibility of forming a caregivers

support group and the role of Fort Garry Family Life

Information Centre as sponsor f or such a group. Ìtlhile

referral to another agency was appropriat'er rlo individual

counseling could be provided and the

educational,/informatÍonal components of the grouprs

purpose would be stressed in this setting. As possible

adjuncts to ùhis information gatheríng process, ideas

about bringing in speakers, films, and other resources

were explored as future possibilities. Group interaction

was begun wíth self-introduction including information

about what had brought each person to the meeting, what

they hoped to gain from group participation and what were

they currently struggling with related to parental care-



information and support. Only the couple who attended

wanted to be "told'r what to do about their situatíon; the

three Ìromen who participated had had past experience and

Ì{ere currently ínvolved with on-going "endurance

contestsrt. All of these people Ìfere in their 50's wit'h

parents and in-laws in t,heir B0's. one participant had

heard about the meeting on the radio, the coupte had read

about it in their church bulletin and two friends, who

had att,ended "The sandwich Generation'r presentation,

received letters informing them of the meeting. Everyone

present worked, with the exception of one }¡oman who had

left her job to assist both her parents and her in-lar¿s

cope with increasing dependencies. The three women were

married and had young adult children; the couple had no

chi ldren.

Physical and mental impairments of t'he older

family members incl-uded: loss of mobility and motivatíon

followinq a stroke, recent surgery, heart disease, memory

loss and confusion, and incontinence. sensory changes in

vision and hearing r,rere common factors as well aS were

other aspects of normal aging. Home care was involved in

three sítuations, t't,¡o parents I,¡ere currently hospitalized

and one father had recently been evaluated for

Alzheimer's Disease.

onesetofparentsandonesetofin-lawslived

All participants 'i¡ere actively looking for
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outside of the city necessitating frequent trips to

assist them - especially on weekends when formal services

'were not available. All of the parents were st'ill living

in their own homes which meant that the time and energy

constraÍnts of caring for several homes at the same time

had become issues of concern for this group of people'

Other material-arrangemental tasks attended to by group

participants included shopping, laundry, cooking' yard

and housevork, bankingr transportation to and from

appointments and some physical care related to personal

hygiene on the weekends. Most of the participants had

long-standingr on-going concerns and had given up

vacation time and other activities in order to help t'heir

elders (and, often, their children)'

In contrast r¡ith t,he on-going concerns expressed

by the women at the meet ing, the couple had come during a

crisis period. Recent hospitatizaLion of the husband's

mother had revealed the extent to which his father has

become cognitively impaired. wit,hout the stability and

patt,erning of daily living established by his wifers

presence, he became very agitated, confused and

demanding, began to wander the neighborhood and, in

general, was unable to care for himsel-f' In response to

this dilemmar the son had stayed with his father' taken

him to another doctor who arranged for a complete

geriatric assessment (on1y carried out two days before

54
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t,he meet,ing) and f e1t that it rqas his responsibility t,o

continue t,o assist his father and his mother in making

plans when she was able to return home. Frustrated and

angered by t,he amount of time and at,tention demanded by

r1... that nast,y o1d man", the daughter-in-Iaw was certain

that her spouse rr... should be rcounseled' to st,op all of

this worry and unnecessary attention". Concerned that "a

marriage could suffer at the expense of caring for a

parentrr, she felt, that, because her own parents had "died

ear1y", she had no role in caring for "other old people".

Other participants expressed understanding of her

point of viert¡ because of their involvement wíth the care

of t,heir in-l-aws, but were c1-ear1y more supportive of t,he

action taken by her husband on behalf of his parents as

the onl-y realistic short-term alternative given t,he

circumstances. Hearing from others that their own

vacation and "couple time" had also been eroded under the

demands of parental care only served to add to her

dismay. Stat,ing t,hat, she had come only for "a lecture't

and f ound discussingi others' situations 'tonly made things
'Ìrlorse:'r¡ she felt, that, a support group wouldn't be "good

for her" if it Lras decided to continue. A suggestion to

contact tfre eíâneimer's Family Resource Centre was made

to this couple as an alternative source of information

especially for the son to pursue if he found group

discussion helpfu1.



participants hlere asked if they wíshed to continue as a

group and under 1¡hat specific format. The five oríginal

participants fe1t, that the group should be left open,

l¡ith two hour monthly meetings held at Pembina crest

School from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Themes and topics for

discussion were to be decided at the close of each

session with the facilitators leading discussions,

providing handouts and didact,ic learning opportunities as

well as building upon the experience of individual group

members. It was also decided to l<eep the ntorrn small (10

L2 members) and informal. All evaluation would be

participant observer and recorded on the basis of group

interaction (see Appendix A-1 for form used). This

process of evaluation was seen as sufficient' by the

agency sponsorÍng the group and the proj ect coordinator

l,¡hose background r,¡as in Sociology.

A second meeting was held on the evening of June

11, l-985, to furùher explore the possibility of group

formation. Notices of this meeting (now cal1ed a support

group) vere placed in the public announcement sections of

the paper and on radio, following the procedures commonly

used by t,he agency.

Following the initial meeting' an offer to

co-facilitate Lhe group was accepted. Differing

perspectives of leadership or facilitator styles l¡ere

In concluding t,hís "town house't meetingir
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discussed and the need to "balance" the often

sterotypical vierr¡ of aging with "ref raming" from the

perspective of the older generation, thus normalizíng

certaín aspects of growing older apart from age-relat'ed

illness and frailty. The "Message" of successful- aging

had, somehow, to be maintained or re-introduced as new

participants entered t,he group and the possibilit'y of

"coming and going" of people as ùheir needs changed dealt

nith. The project coordinator would continue to speal< to

interested people contacting the agency as a form of

"intake" - no other interview of prospective group

members was deemed necessary if the primary purpose of

the group was to gat,her and share information involving

caring for an elderly relative or friend.

Still in a contract stage of development, the

second meeting in ,Ïune, 1985 was attended by five people

(two returning). Pamphlets, handouts from the "As

parents Groru older" program, and boo]<s on caregiving to

parents available through the public library system were

displayed at this meeting. "HeJ-p yourself" coffee, tea

and juice was provided. While the classroom seùting was

recognized to be less than ideal (ttre chairs '!'fere not

,'two hour chairs"), t,he neutral territory it offered was

made more welcoming by using the space and available

tables and chairs in as informal a way as possibte.

Group discussion was again introduced by out'1iníng
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the purpose' open format, and hoped for goals of forming-

an educat,ional/support group for family caregivers

sponsored by Fort Garry Family Life fnformatíon Centre-

fssues of confidentiality, mutual trust and

non-judgmental participat,ion were presented as the only

rrrules't. The informal nature of the meetings was

emphasized and t,he role of facilitat'or of such a group

clarified as one of mutual exploration and network

formation. The theme for discussion was "Responsibil-ity

for Parental- Care" as had been planned. Open-ended

questions about who rvas responsible, to what extent, for

how long, and could (or should) ¿trat responsibility be

shared were put to t,he group participants.

Issues arising from t,his discussion included

having to "take responsibilíty" for parents who had never

taken responsibility for their own actions and the

faÍlure of the "system" to respond. Struggling wiÙh

hospitals, doctors, and homecare whose responsibility rvas

limited in providing assistance was slressed as

problematic for several group participants- The lack of

"offered" assistance from other sibtings, especially

those f rom "out of torrrn", was an issue conmon to all and

the possibiliLy of sharing some responsibil-ity for

parental care with olher famil-y members viewed as

unrealistic in most cases. The need to be given

recognition as a "responsible partner" in planning and



implementing realistic care for parents following

hospitalizat,ion ¡t¡as discussed as an underlying issue of

concern. Frustration and anger were expressed by group

members who had been "told" what to do for their parents

rather than being "asked" by physicians and other formal

caregivers. Responsibilities to themselves' to spouses'

to work, to childrenr ãfrd to parents r'¡ere brought ínto

the discussion as was responsibilit,y about property and

finances in the case of cognitive impairments in the

parental generation.

Parental health care concerns described at this

meeting incLuded clinical depression, alcohol abuse

coupled lrrith over medication, hypoglycemia, stroke, heart

disease and Parkinson's disease.

Questions about responsibil-ity remained for the

most part unanswered other than the verbalized consensus

of the group that they all Tlere responsibl-er like it or

notr and would remain so despite the great desire to be

free of thaü responsibilitY.

Discussion about "freedom and getting away" led to

a question about vacation time and the possibility of

meeting over the summer months. All those present

decided to meet again in September t'o "face together" the

r+inter months ahead with the idea of sharing more of

t,heir experiences. More information on normal aging was

requested by the group as a starting p1-ace for discussion
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in the falI meetings. The one man present at thís

meeting stated that he never thought, he could laugh over

the dífficult,ies he was havÍng with his parents but found

out that he could ín this setting because "everyone elserr

understood how ridiculous things got at tÍmes - he

planned to ,'relax" a little more over the summer and r'¡as

looking forvard to seeing everyone in the fall '

As a beginning for future group development, thís

meeting was promising with regard to t'he ease of

interchange between group participants. Contributions

lrere relevanü, needed l-ittle clarif ícation and hrere often

linked to the comments made by others. Group members

demonstrated l-istening abirity as well-, and allowed each

other the time needed ùo "think out loud" about their ol'itn

feelings and situations. At this stage' group members

'hrere stil1 looking for answers and directing questions to

the group leaders alone. These questions lrere

re-directed to the group members for ideas based on their

own experience in similar sÍtuations in an attempt to

foster group interaction and cohesion. The ris]< of having

to start all over in t,he fall- was acknowledged as a

possibl-e outcome of this break in group formatÍon. The

real_ity of seasonaL variation in group attendance was

also recognized as "the norm" for most peopl-e and

accepted as such by the co-facilitators. Plans for

meeting in September using the same manner of publicity
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for the f irst meeting were confirmed. Lett,ers would be

sent from the agency to those already interest'ed in the

support group and newcomers welcomed by the "veterans" of

the two beginning meetings.

Viewed as another beginning step Ín group

formation, plans for the september meeting included

bringing in materials from a variety of sources on normal

aging, especiaj.ly sensory changes. fnformation from the

ilAs Parents Grow older" program was used as the basis for

this planning process. Helpful books that, had been

shared with t,he proj ect coordinator f or her own

information were made available for the group members to

borrow. Copies of You And your Asins Parent (Sitverstone

& Hyman, ]976), Aqinq Is A Family Affair (eumagin & Hirn,

LgTg) and I Love You But You Drive Me Crazv (Watt ç

calder, 1981_) had been purchased for the resource library

at Fort Garry Family Life fnformation centre as a result

of this sharing and served as both a guide for group

leaders and as a source for group members I knowl-edge

bui lding .

Made available through McNally Robinsonrs

Bool<sellers at Grant and Kenaston, I Love Yo.u But voU

Drive Me Crazy was eventually purchased by nost group

members as the most practical- source book available.

Returning to the group after a "break" vere four

rveteransrtr including t,he couple who had been at the last
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meeting, and three nevcomers all women ín their 50rs.

All of the new people had read about the group in the

notices placed in the Free Press.

This meeting began on an upbeat when introductory

rounds revealed that the returning members had some

successful "adventuresrt to reportr not only about finding

but also about t,akíng time for ùhemselves over the summer

months. Anticipating future demandsr sêvêrâl members

said they needed to r'... grab a holiday" while they had a

chance. Vacation time for two ner'¡comers, vhose mother

and mother-in-l-aw respectively lived with them, r{'as

dif f icult, to arrange because "someone" had to stay wit'h

the elder family members usually a grand-child who

offered a short term respite to her parents. Another new

member, r,¡ho had given up her job to assist her parents,

hadn't "risked" a vacation for several years and was

being pressured by her husband to do so.

Group members were interest,ed in finding out how

the two parents r,¡ho shared houses with theÍr children had

decided on this option or if sharing just "happened".

One newcomerrwhose mother-in-lars lived r,¡ith her husband

and hersel-f, had been "trapped" into the arrangement vhen

a temporary stay two years previously had become a

permanent "invitation". Of f ers of hel-p f rom her

husband's f ive brothers and sisters had been r.¡ithdrawn

r+hen they had been approached to "spell'r the coupl-e as

the needs of their mother changed over üime.
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The dÍscovery of paral-lels and variety in

situations, responses and personal "quirks" facil-itated

the flow of interaction and mutual interest betveen group

members at this meeting.

Spontaneous laughter was generated as people

recognized the changes in themselves related to normal

aging. ConnectÍng theír own responses ùo greying,

balding, wrinkl-es, hearing and visual- changes to those of

the parental generation added better understanding of

both generatj.on's response to loss and change' The

effects of age related, work related and role related

changes upon self-image, self-esteem and

self-determination were pointed out by one group member

discussing changes in her own 1ife. coping with lack of

motivation and depression in parents following loss vas

def ined by all as an on-going concern. Irlays of coping

with these problems and coming to some understanding of

t,heir pervasive nature 'trrras chosen as a topic for the

foll-owing meeting in three weeks time. The decision to

meet more frequently than once a month was established at

this meetíng and has been the pattern for the on-going

group that evol-ved f rom the early meetings ' '

A final "light note" ended the meeting when

someone asked, ,,Do your mothers know where you are and

what you are doing?" Laughingly' everyone revealed that

they had avoided mentioning going out to "a meeting" even
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in general terms. "Sneaking out of the house" to 'visit

the neighbors' was the ploy of both women sharing a

household wibh a parent ! This "bond of conspiracy"

served to unile everyone at a very human level, but also

raised the question about feelings of disloyalty and

guitt. Meeting t,o discuss mutual concerns was viewed as

"worth" feeling a little guilty - the question of how

those feel-ings come inùo play would be explored in later

meeüings.

Commón Themes

Thematic content of the group meetings changed

over time as issues arose for continuing group members

(which stabilized at t,en people). The f irst seven

meetings could be considered as a continuation of the

Beginning Stage of group formation in that the

co-facilitators pointed out possibte topics for future

dÍscussion from the issues raised at each meeting. A

Middle Stage in group formation occurred when members

decided to take turns holding t,he meetings Ín theír own

homes and began to request specific information on areas

of concern. In a Later stage of development, members

began bringing in resource persons of their own choosing

as well as including friends and relatives in the

meet ings .

lnÍtial- themes for discussion required

consultation and planning by the group leaders'



Background informatíon was selected from resource

materials chosen on the basis of practicalíty and

availability. Mini-lectures from the "As Parents Grow

Ol-der" program were used if requested or required to

cl_arify poinls of discussion. The goal of normalizing

the difficulties bot,h generations were experiencing when

faced L¡ith growing dependencies was always included in

formulating plans for meetings. Information that didnrt

"fit" the situations in the group was not stressed in

discussion, but provided by handouts and outside reading

materials. The first twenty meetÍngs of the Fort Garry

Group were focused upon the foll-owing themes as they

arose in discussion:

Beqinnins 1985
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1. 'rTor,inhouse' introductory meeting caregiving

and the need for suPPort;

Responsibility for parental care Who is

respons ibl-e ? ;

Normal aging - sensory changes' phYSical

changes and adaPtive behavior;

Depression and memory changes - warning signs

or normal process?;

Caregiver stress - What we can do fot

ourselves;

Stress and distress in our family eldersr cân

it be mediated?;

Gètting t,hrough the Holiday Hassles - vays of

¿.

3.

4.

6.

7.



making Christmas and other holidays and

anniversaries meaningful for everyone.

Míddle 1985 1986

B. Lega1 questions Legal aid lawyer at Age and

Opportunity acting as resource personi

9. Helping out - what happens when you ask other

family members;

10. The Older Fanily - memories, resentments'

siblingsr ollr own kids - ho¡'¡ it all f eels;

11. Fears about aging - our oÌtrnr oü.r parents;

12. Alternate Housing timited options?;

l-3. More on housing future choices for

ourselves i

74. Deat,h and dying our experÍencesi

15. Palliative care st. Boniface Hospital nurse

as resource personi

16. Pot luck supper celebrating summer and good

healt,h;

L7. Support from spouses, relatives and friends

can we accePt it, can we relY on it?;

l-8. Catching up - how are we doing Índividually,

as a group? Ì'ittere do we go from here?;

Later Staqe l-986 1987
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19. Rupertrs Land Respite Care and Support Group

- Rev. Barnett, resource Person; and

20. Medox - resource person describing services



On-goÍng issues for each caregivelwere "reported"

to the group at the beginning of each session. Success

in obtaining needed services' getting aT¡ray for a long

needed vacation, trying out the stress reducing exercises

learned, invol-ving other famíly members in sharing tasks,

encouraging a parent to try a nelr p1an, looking for, and

obt,ainíng a new 1ivÍng environment for parents and

learning new coping strategies from each other was

mutually applauded as these evenüs occurred.

The discovery of terminal cancer ín tr'ro parents

and the deaths of three parent,s were events that touched

all of the group partícipanüs, members and leaders alÍke.

Over time, discussion about parents had created "mental

pictures,' of these people, their histories, rel-ationships

to caregiving children and other family members, their

beliefs and behaviorsr and their physicat and mental

health status. Personal experiences with the realities of

tife and death as loved ones grow older and the process

of acceptance of this f inal 1-ifestage lüere shared as

these turning points in the 1Íves of the families

involved

ÌÍere acknowledged by group members. Mutual- support and

understanding lras demonstrated not only in the group

setting but outside of the group as cardsrcalls and

supportive listening !¡ere freely gíven by group members

and cost involved.
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!o each other. Hopes and fears about il-tnessr ol-d age and

"dying with dignity" were addressed in open discussion.

Funeral- p1ans, helping surviving parents duríng their

bereavement, and understanding of the process of grieving

were all stressed as questions arose from group members.

Recognition of the "bitter and the sweet" in

"letting go" of parents helped those struggling with

terminal illness in parents still living. As one group

member remar]çed, "If I can do t,his 4, face this !.1{'

I ' 11 have done the very best that f can for my mother and

the end may come easier but right W, Irm numb and I

know Ir11 need heJ-p as time goes on.rt

Repeated "refrains on an old theme" keep group

members struggling with everyday tasks and the need to

balance their own needs with those of t,heir parents.

Additional stress from having to assert themselves with

doctorsr home care staff and other professionals

continued üo be reported in almost every group meeting.

MOttoes from these encounterS beCame, "DOntt rshOuldr on

me!n and "frm all touqhtedr out". Ways of dealing with

bureaucratic systems in an impersonal business-lilce

manner had become a lesson l-earned "the hard l{ay" by

severaL of the group members. Expectations of

understanding, recognition of their efforts on behalf of

aged family members, and appropriate assistance proved to

be unrealistic in actual service delivery. FulJ-y
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recognizing ùhe limitations and imperfections of the

formal systemr softê members had chosen to pay for some

services and raI]-y family members to provide others.

other group members had no option but to continue to

re-negotiate for additional services as increased

dependencies emerged always a stressful task. Only one

member had to deal with the procêsSr the frustration of

1raiting, and the Sen5e of failure and helplessness in

seeking Personal- care Home placement for her in-l-aws,

both'of whom had suffered repeated strokes J-eaving them

both physÍcally and mentally dependent. Her experience

gave other group members a very realistic picture of the

difficulties involved when faced with this decision and

the often unresponsive placement process once thab

decisÍon Ís made.

fssues about chronic illness, frailtYr cognitive

changes, demanding and passive behaviors, loss of

mobirity, il-literacy, depression and terminal illness

were often re-opened aS members experienced them in their

own famil-ies. Legal issues l¡ere addressed by contacting

a lawyer, questions abouü medication referred to the

Pharmacy l-ine for the elderly at the University of

Manitoba, and nutritíona1 matters Lo a dietician under

the health care sYstem.

Both material-arrangemental tasks and psychosocial

tasks were recognized as part of the patterns of
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discussion themes. Emphasis on practical issues and

ínformation about available services was of!en made

secondary as group members began to use t'he forum

avail_able for validating both positive and negative

feelings about their roles as caregivers. Reading Makinq

Peace T,f ith Your Parents ( Bloomf Íeld & Felder, 1983 )

helped group members to l-et o1d resentments and

expectations about parental relationships get "sorted

out'r. Dealing with what is noü what coul-d have been' was

seen by some members as a useful way of facing the

reality of parental aging and the generatÍon "gap"

remaining.

Other materials used by the co-facilitators in

preparing for meetings incl-uded Mirror Mirror, The Terror

of Not Beinq Younq, (Mel-amed, 1983) and Growinq older,

tincr Better: A Handbook For Women In The SeqeId-IIê-11.

of Lif e, ( Porcino, 1983 ) . Ìnlritten f rom the Feminist'

perspective addressing society's message t'hat men mature,

but women age, the focus of both works is on empowerment

of midlife and older women. Emphasis is placed upon

seLf-care, sharing and connecting aS keyS to maintaining

good mental health when faced with change and life

transitions. '''

Process

The process of group formation, development and

continued re-contracting paralleled in Some regards the
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self -he1p group criteria (t"tattory , L984) - The beginning

stage moved very slovly as people took time to get to

know each other, to feel less isolated and helpless in

their situations, to develop trust in the leaders and in

each other.At several points in group formation, members

were asked if nev people l¡ere weLcome, íf the group

should close for awhile t oT if introductions should be

handl-ed in a different manner.

The middl-e stage of development was marked by the

decision to meet in each otherrs homes, to begin to ask

for specific resources and information, to ask for and

provide feedback üo each other, to feel more in control

of oners own 1ife, Lo accept validation from each other

for efforts on behalf of parents, and to share emotional

support. At this middle stage' group members al-so

decided to share names, addresses and phone numbers

another sign of mutual trust and support.

A later stage in developmenü r'¡as marked by

members ]-ooking for a name to identify the group and its

purpose. stil-l in the discussion process when I left the

group as co-facil-itator, ühe permanent nature of "naming"

reflects group cohesion, identity and on-going evolution.

A core of ten permanent members has given ühe group

stabiJ-ity for the past two years as oüher participants

have come and gone, either with their needs satisfied or

searching for help in a different setting.



Resol-ution

ln the l-ater stage of group formationr individuals

began talcing on a more active role in planning meetings,

arranging for resource persons and acting as natural

leaders. It was at this stage that I was able to leave

the group without breaking the "integríty" of group

formation. The project coordinator had 1eft, Fort Garry

Family Life fnformation Centre for a new job, but had

remained as vol-unteer facilitator and link to the agency.

This link remains crucial in expansion of the group as

o1d members wÍ11 probably discontinue att.ending meetings

with time. Periodic outreach and personal "recruiting"
by group members has brought several newcomers to the

group bhus maintaining the connecting and sharing role of

group "veterans". Fo11ow-up contacts r¡ith group members

reveals the on-going usefulness of this group' the

enhanced coping skill-s developed and t,he reduction of

"going it, alone" in all of their lives.

Saying "good-bye" is al-ways hard to do, but a note

from one group member says it very nicely:

"I,Ie missed you at our last "Support" get together

and hope you wilJ- be able to join us once in

awhil-e. (you alvays seem to say the right thing at

the right time. ) The group meetings have been

such a help to me this past year. Itrs so

comforting to be with a group who understands. "

S incerely r

Q
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Itrs nice to be missed, but the establÍshed network of "a

group r¡ho understands" remains a very posÍtive

experience for everyone involved in its development a

true "mutual admiration society" !

The evaluation section of this report will-

incl-ude more material on the Fort Garry Group as it is

compared and contrasted wiüh the program sponsored by Age

and Opportunity Inc.
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"serving Winnipeg's older community since L957"'

A&O is a cornerstone in promobing a wellness model of

growing older. Educational and recreational programs'

personal services (counseling, friendly visiting and

older victim services), and volunteer programs all

provide information, support, and meaningful conüact for

large numbers of elders in the community. Concerns of

famÍ1y caregivers have been addressed in a varíety of

ways at the agencyr primarily with advice from counseling

staff and friendly visiting workers.

The need to recognize family "service providers"

in an attempt to balance formal- and informal supports for

the elderJ-y in todayrs budgeù conscious society has

become increasingly apparent (Brody, l-985). With the

promotion of early ret,irement and consumer oriented

health carer the rr55 PluS" programs have been developed

to prevent or mediate some aspects of growing older that

become problematic for many people. The educational and

preventive nature of serving the "55 P1us" population of

adult chil-dren was conceptualized as an important factor

in approaching A&o for sponsorshíp and supervision of a

support group program.

oriqin
The possibility of developing a support group for

adul-t children under the sponsorship and supervision of

rtunitv Centre, fnc.
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A&O was first discussed with the counseling staff.

potential barríers to planning and implementing thís

program Ìrrere both hidden and readily apparent '

Administrative and staff changes in the spring and

summer of 1985 had to be accommodated for at the agency

level. Ïühile interest in the idea of a support group for

adult children remained, the practical- process of

planning and implementation was diff icul-ü to clarify rrith

the agency while the necessary re-organizaLional- tasks

took precedence. Past experience with sÍmilar target

popuLations and workshops for adul-t chil-dren had met r'¡ith

1itt1e success and scepticism remained'

Despiùetheinitialreluctanceoftheagencyto

take on another student and another project at thÍs time'

the approval for the proj ect to be sponsored by A&o was

granted. Referral criteria was dístributed at a st'aff

meeting in mid-April with the idea that, bY the end of

Malr inner agency referrals of adult chil-dren caring for

their parents would provide enough cl-ients for a

beginning group.

Appropriate referrals were adult children

experiencíng distress and uncertaÍnty in their attempts

to meet the needs of increasingly dependent parents

living in their o.irfn residence or with a caregivíng adult

child. The parent could be dependent for a variety of

reasons, including chronic illness and frailty

accompanying" advancing age.
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Using the six week program guidelines from the "As

Parents Grow Older" manual, charts for sessional use had

been made and handouts selected for incLusion whenever

such a program could be impi-emented. Staff vacations and

lack of agency originated referral-s made it necessary to

continue to recruit potential clients from a larger

referral and publicity 'rnet" beginning in September. At

the same t,ime, agency sponsored large group workshops for

family caregÍvers were being planned by a Psychology

student in a parallel effort to interest people in a

self-help group for caregÍvers. Sharing ideas' knowledge

and poùential ways to "bl-end" any groups that came out of

these proglams served to maintain a sense of purpose and

bolster flagging energy throughout the summer months and

into the fa1l.

Pre-Group Planninq

Planning over t,he summer months included a careful

review of the relevant l-iterature related to the

beginning contact and experience with the group sponsored

by Fort Garry Family Life Information centre. The l¡ell

defined guidelines Ín the program manual for publicity

and session by Session presentatÍon of informatíon were

used to create a prototype fl-yer explaining who, what'

why, where, and how. Formal application to the office of

Continuing Care for possibte referrals from workers in

area offices was draft,ed for final approval by the

agency.



meeting space, contact with Senior Centre Directors was

made ín August, to expl-ore the possibility of space being

available at several times thought to be appropriate for

both liorking and non-working caregivers. One afternoon

and one eveníng were selected as possibte alternate

Because the agency had been asked to provide

times. This exploratory conùact proved to be problematic

and was viewed as ínappropriate by the agency because of

a policy decision not to use Senior Cenùre space for

outside groups. The responsibility for direct supervision

for my work on this project had been given to the

Personal Services Dírector during the agency

re-organization over the summer months' and, left

uninformed of this decision, I had not met with her to

discuss procedural- changes. Negotiation for space and

approval- of form letters, memos, and publicÍty became

difficult and time consuming. As a result, availabl-e

space at Lionrs PLace r.¡as requested and provided for on

Tuesday evenings from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. beginning in

October for six consecut.ive veeks.
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Recording was to be done on audio-tape and on the

form already selected for use in the on-going group in

Fort Garry (see Appendix A-2). Content, group

ínteraction and facílitation skil-1s could be evaluated by

tape review.

With approval. granted, flyers (and covering



letters where necessary) lrere distributed at A&O

volunteer Recognition Night, at "Netvorking For Needs'l

held at the convention centre, to continuing care central

offices for re-distribution, ùo the hospital-s' and to the

Senior Centres. Notice of the support group program lfas

placed in the "Gror,iing Older'r column of the @.

for a two week period. space in the downtor'¡n office was

providedforansweringinquiriesandconducting

interviel¡s. Messages taken by the offíce workers were

folloved up by both students with the idea that some

callers vould profit from a sma1l group experience, vhile

others T¡rere looking for an information presentation in a

large group setting.

Beoinnins - Initial GrouP

Referralsfromagencystaffwerefollowedup.

some adult children r,íere sent the fJ-yers explaining both

the support group and the workshop series of discussions,

others were eager to discuss their situations' but for a

varietyofreasonswerenotinterestedintheprograms
being of fered. Three referrals 'hrere received from Home

care case coordinators; tr.¡o of these caregivers were

interested Ín the support group but found it difficult to

get out in the evening. Bot,h names were pl-aced on a list

to be re-contacted if another six weel< program could be

offeredint,hefuture-preferablyintheafternoon.
conversations with over twenby-five people resulüed in

seven persons interested in the six-week program planned'

7B
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Foll-owing several two hour initiat interviews with

prospective group members, tel-ephone intake forms were

adapted from I Love You But You Drive Me crazv ( catder ç

watt, 1981 see Appendix B) to facil-itate this necessary

but lengthy process. Having the time avail-able for a

personal interview }¡as often difficult to arrange for

many caregivers. once contact on the telephone had been

established and the support group program outlined and

explained, people often used this time to I'present" their

situation or uncert,ainty to an empathetic "earrr'

Theinitialclosedgroupofsevenparticipants

began to meet on october 22,1985 and continued into June

of the New Year r,¡hen members re-contracted to meet once

every three weeks after the six r,¡eelc program ended.

Themes f.or inclusion adapted from the rrAs Parents Grow

Older" manual were:

]-.Thinking-Feeling-Acting.(Emotionaland
PsYchologÍca1 asPects of aging);

2. "Ol_d Is what You Get". (separating normal

aging from ittness );

3. Sights, Sounds and Memory Lane' (Sensory

changes and communication with elderly

relatives ) ;

4. Itrs Not What It f s, ftrs lfhat It Means.

(Deal-ing with feelings and situations);

5. Whatrs Out There And Hor'¡ To Get It'

(evailability and ut'ilization of Community



6. Decisions, Decisions and Anywhere You Hang

Your Hat Is Home? (Shared decision malcing

and alternative 1-iving arrangements) '

Fromtheoutset,thesupportgroupforadult

children sponsored by A&O had a "built in" cohesion

factor. Two sistersr two friends' a couple and a mother

anddaughterjoinedwittranothermemberto'l...getsome
help". Contact with the facilit'ator had already been

established and the purpose of a support group had been

clarified so people arrived ready to introduce

themselves. Opening remarl<s about the "pioneering"

aspect of mutual expl-oration between the facil-itator and

the group membersr the "rul-es" of confidentiality and

non-judgmentallinformalinterchangeofideas,fee]-ings
and information were explained and introductory rounds

began.

Threepeoplehadbeeninformedaboutthegroup

Resources ) i

BO

through the notice in the ''Gro.wi.ng Older'' column, the couple

hadSeenaposterintheWestEndseniorCentre,onehad
been informed by her friend' and one had come across a

flyer(postedbyanothermember)onthebulletinboardin

her apartment tuilding' This 'tneighbor" had asked her

o'wn daughter to join her for the f irst meeting'

Reasons for coming to the group were based on

learning more about aging' services' new vays of coping



wit,h changíng or tong-standing s ituations, and

others "in the same boat',. Members' own age-re

issues (retiremenù, health care concerns,

responsibilit,ies for grand-children) were also

in introductions.

The chronological age profile of both caregiver
and care receiver lras very similar to that reported in
the literat,ure and evidenced in t,he Fort Garry Support

Group. One member was in her early 60's, the rest in
their 50's. Parents were all in their B0's and gOrs and

lÍere experíencing a variety of mental and physical

diffÍculties that were compounded by advanced age.

Arthritis, osteoporosis, heart disease, cognitive

impairment, chronic pain followíng surgery, dementia,

diabetes, incontinence, reduced mobí1íty, and depression

were pointed out, as problems faced by t,he parent,al

generat ion.

Remaining "ín t,he picture' was the central bask

for three daught,ers v¡hose parents vere residing in

Personal Care Homes or ahraiting placement in the

hospital. Acting as advocates for impaired parents who

were unable to express t,heir own needs was a role defined

by t,hese members as very import,ant to parental well-being

and personal peace of mind. Committed to active

participation ín her mother's care one working member,

r.¡ho was l¡idowed herself , spent most weekends in her home

meet ing

lated
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ment ioned
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town 300 miles from Winnipeg r.ihere her mother lived in a

care home. Offering emotional support by her presence

alone gave this member some comfort in the face of

increasing cognitive Ímpairment in her mother.

The couple was faced with an unusual dilemma

because of a well meant "rescue" of her mother from

Ireland following a fire and hospitalization there. In

Canada under a visitor's visa, the mother remained

ineligible for provincial medical coverage and could not,

in all probabilit,y, become a permanent resident because

of her age and obvious dependencies. Financial and

personal responsibility for the mother could become

overwhelming should she require hospitalizat,ion for

medical attention, both highfy probable given her

physical status. Unresolved issues from the past had

resurfaced, the daught,er had to leave her work to care

for the mother, and, in general, both generations were

caught in a situation not of their own choosing. The

possibility of having to return to Ireland and arranging

for her care there was perhaps the only solution. Until a

decision could be made however' some equilibrium had to

be established in the household in order to meet

everyone's needs in a better l¡ay.

Following introductory rounds, a chart listing

losses and changes in later life was used to point out

how individuat responses, feelings and thoughts are
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attempts to cope n¡ith these changes. Memory 1oss, loss

of personal privacy, loss of choíces - where to live,

what to eat, when to get, up, when to go to bed, what to

Ì¡ear, loss of important roles, loss of spouse, and loss

of mobif ity were not,ed by group members as losses

experienced by t,heir own parents. Changes in hearing and

vision lrere also noted as challenges to communication

with parents (and rsith several spouses who weren't

getting younger either ! ) .

Upsetting to group members was the labeling of

parents as "uncooperative" orrrresistant," in the formal

care setting when loss of personal dignity and privacy

were involved. Discussion around trying to 1et parents

remain in control of their olln sit,uations as much as

possible and the difficulty of doing "something" without

taking over when you can do it better and faster led to

the issue of losing control of ones or,irn time and space

when living with a parent. One single member had taken

an early retirement to care for her 89 year o1d mot,her

whose memory loss had become so great that she could no

longer carry out routine household tasks. ParalleI

responses in both generations T'rere recognized as 'tnormal"

and adjustment to situations of steady decline l¡ere

acknorsledged as especially dif f icult to l ive l¡ith in

shared accommodations.

Being always "on callI for parents was troublesome
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for several members. The idea t,hat parents someLimes

phone frequently just to "keep in touch" or to give some

element of human contact to their day was int,roduced.

Making demands and wanting instant attention was vierved

by several group members as the way their parents coped

with helpless feelings and a sense of vulnerability.

others began to look at t,heir o]'rn parent's behavior in

this light and could see how that could be possible'

With increasing parental impairment' several of

t,he daughters had l_ost their mothers as friends and

confidants. Recollections of the "good times" when their

mothers rúere n¡el1 and capable of helping their adult

daughters rfere openly shared - the joy and the sadness

together.

The closed group from its inception allowed for

greater integrity ruithin the group's boundaries. Members

felt free to question each other and to link their ol'¡n

feelings and experiences with those of other

participants. The pleasant setting provided at Lions

Place, ease of parking and bus access, coffee and

handouts for the taking, and the informal nature of the

discussion itself allowed the members to use the time as

t,hey needed - individually and as a group. Over time,

members became friends and looked forward to seeing each

other and exchanging "the latest". The comment of one

member on a post-session report for the first meeting
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and int,eraction.

restraint but am

r,¡i11 vanish.rl

Cont,ent
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predict,ion of future group cohesiveness

It read, "I felt there r¡as some

sure as rre become better acquainted this

Less and less formal- struct,ure was used over time

despite prepared didact,ic learníng materials. fn one way

or another all themes that, formed t,he agenda were covered

but not in order and only as the topics arose in

discussion and vere felt to need clarification. From the

beginning, people used the rounds opening each session to

describe difficulties and successes during the past week.

Television programs on Caregiving, Ontario's brial use of

"grannie flats", and Alzheimer's Disease were all eagerly

discussed. Magazine articles on parental care and care

by spouses lrere shared and used as discussion material.

The impact, of chronic illness, the changes in

relationships and feelings about parentsr pârêDt's unique

qualities and past histories as part of their remaining

ability to cope with difficulties, and daily struggles

rrith mea1s, shopping, Doctor's appointments, household

tasks, and all of the frustrating "small stuff" were

discussed repåàteary as individuals learned new ways to

handle these materiat Èasks.

Parental struggles with memory 1oss,

hallucinations, medications, hygiene, lonel-iness,
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bereavement, housing problems and changes in mobility

'hrere all considered in the context of on-going problem

areas. Ways of personal acceptance of some of these

non-reversible factors were openly presented by the

individuals coping with these aspects of caregiving.

Communicat,ion problems with parents and sibtings

remained difficult for most members. Old ways of

"te11ing"r talking and tistening were hard to a1ter.

Arguments with both parents and siblings had often been

the result of "frustration overload" and anxiety about,

parental well-being.

Attempts to include other family members Ín care

plans were often difficutt to initiate. Grandchildren

were often brought into the picture especially grand

daughters. The gender related pattern of caregiving 1'ras

clearly recognized. by these group members guilt was

viewed by most as a 'trr¡omen I s issue". Failure t,o live up

to parent's or own expectations of being a "good

daughter'r 1las one aspect of caregiving that was evÍdent

in everyone 's view of t'hat role.

Reports of "good days" spent wit,h parentsr small

'rpleasures" conceived of that "worked", love and

admíration for parentsr special quatities (even the

fiest,y, argumentative ones) were equally shared with the

group.

Learning ways to set limits and feel good about it
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were included in the sessions. Get,tingi some time for

member ' S ohrn activities ( or even necessary sJ-eep ) was a

goal often addressed. Many members had their own health

problems to deal- with as well as parental care (and in

one case care of grandchildren). sharing their oarn

experiences with cancer, respiratory and heart disease

led into an on-going discussion of the fears associated

rrith loss of life, aging, chronic illness and the

debilitat,ing effects of chronic pain. Future plans for

many had been "put on hold" while parents care needs Ìfere

being met, - the uncertain nature of planning too far

ahead reflected the reality of many situations.

Abuse of the elderly was discussed for part of one

session following the television special "Amos". some

members felt that, the abuse portrayed was exaggerated but

made abuse in institutions more "visibte" to the

public. Verbal chastisement, rough handling, and neglect

of personal care needs had alt been witnessed by group

members whose parents were in Personal Care Homes or the

hospitat waiting for placement - hence their decisÍon to

,,be there" frequently. The fine 1íne between abusive

behavior and necessary action was viewed as being very

arbitrary and the ease of frustration and anger turning

to abusive behavior recognized.

Finding a good doctor one for "older" ltomen -

was another issue brought up in this group. The stress
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of taking parents and yourself to one specialist after

another was an experience shared by three of t,he group

members. Getting up the courage to call Home Care for an

assessment took one group member six weeks. Asking group

members to "coach" her to ask for help before a crisis

occurred paved the way for appropriate Personal Care Home

placement two years 1ater. the link between doctors and

Home Care needed clarification - even the doctors werentt

certain of their role! Other services had been used by

some parents in the past, Meals on Wheels and t,he Senior

Centres were both positively regarded sources of support.

The psychosocial aspects of t,he content of this

initial six week program remained the focus of future

support group meetings. Educational components took

secondary precedence but were informally introduced r,rhen

appropriate. Handout.s and available books were shared

between group members and their families and friends.

The use of I Love You But, You Drive Me Crazy (Catder ç

Watt, 1981), in t,his group wasn't as popular. As one

over extended group member said, "ff I had the t,ime to

read, I wouldn't read anvthinq about taking care of

anvbody, I'd read a good novel. You read it and tel-l me

what it says".

Process

The initial group composed of seven members had

come together to t,alk and I'work things outrr. While
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interested in any of t,he didactíc learning materials

provided, these group members were more int'erested in

finding out about each other and sharing ways of coping

wit,h feelings and the daily tasks necessary for parental

care. Finding out hots everyone else around their olln age

hras "doing", became a factor in forming a cohesive group.

The almost Ímmediate identification rsith the group and

with other members vas aided by the already present

'rnatural" connections in the group familyr friends and

neighbors were all represented in a "created" nettlork.

Elements of mutual trust and increasing comfort emerged

quickly and conflict between group members remained low

throughout the formation of t,he group.

Group members were all good story tellers (and,

usually, good listeners). The portrayal of family elders

hras given in such vivid det,ail during the f irst two

sessions t,hat everyone was asked to bring a picture of

her parent(s) to "show and tell" at the third meeting.

This familiar ritual linking people and families helped

to normaLize the group identifÍcation and interaction

already established. To see a family resemblance, to

acknor,rledge the physical changes that age brings to

everyoner and to recalt shared holidays and events served

to connect everyone at a human level. The importance of

family mementos and photographs was acknowledged as

becoming more meaningful aS everyone became older even

the members of the grouP !
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Other useful elements (techniques) used to unite

the group were: rounds to begin each session wiùh

everyone participating; humor that emerged spontaneously;

and hospitafity that included shared rides, shared food

and coffeer and shared making "everyone at home" rituals

before and after the official meeting t,imes.

As group members were encouraged to define their

olrn needs and wants within the group settingr a míddle

stage of group development began with re-contracting for

continuing as a group after the six week program ended.

This on-going group continues to meet once every three

weeks at Lion's Place on Saturday morning from 10:00 a.m.

to 12 noon. A decision to open the group to new members

was made when a second six week program was offered

during the afternoon at the downtown office of A&o in

February and March of 1986. As their needs were met,

group members participating in the initial six r+eek

program discontinued their active partícipation in t,he

on-going group but remain " in touch" with each other and

the group facilitators a good transition for everyone

and perhaps reflecting the success of the program for

these individuals.

Second Group

The interest of the support group members to

continue to meet once every three l¡eeks at Lion's Place

gave impetus to the idea that an attempt to run a second
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six week program would be a good demonstration of the

Smal1- group experience for family caregivers as a viable

Ì¡ay of assisting them with accessing formal supports'

promoting an active rrray of coping t¡ith caregiver stress,

and dealing with complex transitions and sit,uations at an

emotional level

A co-facilitat,ion factor was added to the second

group because of:

l. the continued interests of the Psychology

student in small group 'work wit,h family

caregiversi and

2. my committments to both the Forù Garry Group

and the ongoing group sponsored by A&O'

The faI1 workshop series using a large group

educational format presented by resource persons had not

resulted in the formation of a self-help group for

caregivers. The mutual support for each other's work as

students in this area had been beneficial to both of us

and the future possibifity of working together had

already been discussed.

Each leader's approach was somewhat different but

the goals and general philosophy in using prevent,ative

intervention at a support group 1evel for family

caregivers l¡as shared. It was hoped that t,he balance of

using co-facilit,ation would allow for a more

comprehensive perspective about group interaction,
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brought forward.

Pre-Group Planninø

With t,he approval of the agency, publicity was

organized based upon the pathways to service noted for
participants in the original six ¡veek support group

program. It r+as hoped that, any members from this second

six week program who felt, the need to continue in a

support group could eventually join the on-going group

the group formation and issues

sponsored by the agency.

on-going group to a self-help program remained a

poss ibi I i ty .

Based upon the results of

second support group program was

in t,he f ollowing t¡ays:
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1. A notice in the "Growing Older'r column was

repeatedly run for a three week period prior

to the projected starting date;

Future evolution of t,he

2. A letter out,lining the purpose of a support

group for caregivers and proposed themes for

discussion was senü to all potential clients

r¿ho had contacted the agency when the f irst
group was formed. Dater place, time and

frequency of the meet,ings was clearly
presented along with a contact number at t,he

agency; and

the first group, the

promoted and publicized
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A "surprise" intervíew resulting in a feature

article in the Free Press, served to act as

publicity not only to interest potent,ial group

members, but other persons as well.

Telephone interviews were conducted by both of t'he

co-facilitators for three purposes:

1. To establish contact, develop a contract for

work and assess the situation and potential

needs of the client;

2. To normaLize t,he active process of looking

for information and assístance as a sign of

healt,hy coping wittr complex transitions in

family life; and

3. To promote the use of support networks for

problem-solving and stress reduction relat'ed

to caring for older adults.

All recording i+as done on forms previously chosen.

Audio-tapes Ì¡ere used to provide feedback on group

process, content and facititation factors.

Using "As Parents Grow Older" as a guide, the

educational component was planned as back-up materÍal.

Handouts would be made available at each sessíon and, as

issues arose in group discussion "mini-explainations"
could be made available from the didactic materÍal

gathered for use in previous group settings.

Many inquiries r.Iere made about ùhe program. Each
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facilitator spoke to more that fifteen people in the

course of three weeks. Out of the eleven people vho had

decided to take part in the afternoon program' only eight

were able to parùicipate at t'he start of the second

closed small group sponsored by A&O.

Beqinninq

Meetings for the second six week program for

family caregívers were held in available rooms in the

downtown office of A&O on Monday afternoons from 1:30 to

3:30 p.m. The element of February and March weather

seemed t,o be more easily accommodated for during the day

in a location easily accessible by bus. The choice of

trying an afternoon meeting was based on the requests of

several callers who required a sitter from Home Care in

order to attend.

This group was welcomed with a statement about the

mutual exploration of the rewards and difficulties of

meeting the needs of increasingly dependent parents. The

gathering of usefui- information about aging itself,

support services, and new lrays of coping \rere some of the

purposes for coming t,ogether. Members were encouraged to

share any information and l¡ays of doíng things that had

proved to bé 't-l's;,, rtl in t,heir own siüuations. The roles

of the co-facilitators as "fellow explorersrr and

caregivers themselves were stressed in this introduction

with the future possibility of self-help in mind. The



importance of finding some relief from the stress of

caregiving was included as part. of this introduct'ion.

Confidentiality "rules" and non-judgmental active

participation rtere also explained as part of the trust in

sharing aspects of support group formation.

Because every group is a rrnewtr group, the age

ranges in this group varied from those of the first

group. Tvo sisters in their 50's were joined by three

other women of the same age. The youngesb caregiver lras

39, another was 4l and t,he etdest daughter r,ras 70.

Although t,his group had been opened to all family

caregivers including spouses, those attending were all

daughters struggling with their parents' needs. The two

younger women had school age children and left the group

early each week to be home for them. Parents were in

their 70's, BO's and 90's a rich mix of possibl-e age

ranges between generatíons ! None of these l¡omen worked

outside of the home and only the eldest part,icipant

shared her home with a parent. Three women had only one

parent a widowed mother in each casei everyone else had

both parents and Tsere coping with multiple changes in t'he

parental generation.

Group interaction grew very naturally out of

opening rounds at this meeting. The two sisters spoke

together about their mother's deteriorating mental status

and the dif f icult,y of having her accept outside

95
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assistance. Confusion and memory loss placed her at risk

so the sÍsters had been taking turns "checking up"

(making sure she was eating, taking her medications and

bathing). Cooperative planning and problem solving had

helped them maintain their mothers' independence until

recent night terrors and hallucinations had created new

concerns. Three other members had also been coping with

cognitive changes in their parents. The eldest member

had had Home Care support for her mother for several

years and was riaiting for Personal Care Home

accommodation for her. Her current problem was getting

enough sleep and some time for herself with the consùant

supervision her mother required, even at night. The

shared experience of the unpredictable nature of these

changes allowed the group members to freel-y exchange

questions and comments about memory loss and aging.

Conflicts between parents as their relationships

changed with the increased dependency of one spouse was

also a common issue that served to link the group.

Reduction of isolation and the mutual recognition of

caregiving efforts on t.he behalf of parents were uniting

elements in this first meeting.

Content

The heavy focus on confusion and memory loss

remained part of t,he discussion for the remainder of the

six weeks. Seeking aid from doctors and struggl-ing with
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parents resistant to a11 r'outside" help cont,inued to

re-emerge as needs for medical investigation continued to

be a problem for two grouP members.

The frustrations of endless shopping, cooking,

cleaning and being "on call" l¡ere common issues.

Practical hints l¡ere shared as were the feelings of

anger, resentment and dismay at being "caught" in these

tasks and unrewarded for carrying ühem out. One

member, who was not close to her parents, was becoming

aware that she was "expected" to assist them now that

they 1¡ere in need and tras struggting with otd angers and

resentments. More negative feelings lfere expressed in

this group, both about relationships lrith parents and

siblings and about the loss of freedom of choice for

caregivers.

Several members trere committ'ed to caring f or

parents out of duty, love, and responsibility in contrast

to those who had not chosen to become a caregiver. The

lack of communication between parents was common to all

l¡ith both parents still living. Everyone expressed

concern that their o}Ín marriages would end up that way.

Discussion about housing options and changes in

living arrangements also illustrated parental conflict

and unwillingness to compromise. Often one Spouse wanted

to move and the other wanted to remain and the caregiver

tras caught in t,he middle. The issue of illness and death
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remained present throughout this six weeks. One memberrs

father did die several weeks after the group held it,s

last meeting and her struggle before t,hat time was shared

in the group.

Process

ThÍs group Ì{as, in it,s own way, united and

connecting through shared negative situations and

feelings. Most group members Ì.¡ere struggling with

feeling aspects of caregiving and getting a respite from

their concerns. People had a difficult time attending

at1 of the sessions and the integrity of ùhe group lras

broken several times.

Despite this lacl< of continuÍty, feedback for all

of the sessions r+as positive and three members continue

to take part in the on-goíng group sponsored by the

agency. Shared problems and feelings even though

unbalanced reduced the sense of isolation for many

members. As one member wrote foltowing the second

session, "Hope we can al-l be supportive in this group

It, appears there is a great need to voice our concerns'

our angersr oul. resentments in this ùype of atmosphere

where no one condemns or blames ! "

On-Going Group

The contract to continue to meet established by

the first group members remains in place. Folloving the

end of t,he six weeks that brought the second group
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together, the group rras opened to new members and has

remained so since that time. co-facilitation of this

group lfas introduced in April 1986 and remains an

important factor in group cohesion and planning. Members

wit,h longer connections to the group continue to welcome

nel¿comers and include them in the group process as it has

evolved. Time is spent with rounds, summaries of past'

contentlâIldlinkingnewlyemergingsituationswiththe
experience of others. The group is noù for everyone, but

people are encouraged tO join to "test the waters" with

this in mind.

Themes for discussion emerge from issues emerging

or on-going that concern group members. Content related

to parental care is balanced with issues specific to

women in mid and later life as members sort out changing

priorities and personal concerns. Eight people attend

the on-going group on a regular basis with oLhers joining

in when new concerns and events make them re-cOnneCt. No

further "recruitment" of potential members has been

initiated because of the remaining questions about the

direction of the group in the year to come. A break for

summer months was established in 1986 and may also be

changed as new: rnembers feel the need to continue.

The purpose of the group remains that of Supporf,

mutual recognition and empowermenl¡ knowledge buifding

and self-care.
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For many group members, the on-going group has

served as a "safety net" when situations have become very

dif f icult to cope r,¡ith. For others a better, more

balanced, understanding of t,heir parents and themselves

has been the best outcome of their group experience.

Accepting the unchangeable, changing the

unacceptabler ârtd getting pleasure out of life again is

possible if people rrdon I t go it alone".

Presentations

One of the proposed objectives of thÍs practicuum

was "to promote alrareness of the impact of assuming a

caregiving role upon the older family through information

and discussion at the community level aS a preventative

and normalizing strategy." In the past two years I have

given formal presentations to large groups at:

1. Creative Retirement "The Older FamiJ-y In

a

Crisis - How To Cope With Grorrrn Children";

Smith Street Senior Centre "Bridging The

Generation Gap - Caregiving In The Older

Family";

Catholic Women's League - Convention - "Fami

Caregivers Responsibility To Ourselves An

Others " .

3.

and informal- presentations and discussions wit,h groups of

Social Work students at:

1. A&O Field placement students "Support Group

Intervention With Adult Children Acting Às

1y

To
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Caregivers To Their Parents"i

2. Universit,y of Manitoba Transitions Class

"shattering The Walton Myth"; and

3. üniversity of Manitoba Aging Class I'The

Older Family: Mid-Lífe Passages And Pitfalls."

Useful art,icles and books were shared wit,h: three

Social Work st,udents interested in t,he topic, f aculty

members in the Human Ecology Department at the University

of Manitobar ân Occupational Therapy student, a local

Personal Care Home Director, and a student in Geront,ology

at Cambrian College in Sudbury, Ontario.

Trro interviel¡s for the press and one on CKNDTs

"Senior Shors" also provided a "public f orumrr for the

discussíon of informal caregiving in the older family and

the useful aspects of support groups for caregivers.

Materials used in these presentations and

discussions was selected from those easily obtainable in

books available in the local library systems and in

bookstores. Especially useful- for presentation materials

are:

l. You And Your Aqing Parents (Silverstone &

Hyman , L976) ¡

2. Aqinq Is A Family Affair (Bumagin & Hirn,

].979) ¡

3. I Love You But You Drive Me Crazy ( Catder &

Watt, 198t );

4. Makinq Peace With Your Parents (Bloomfield &



Each of these works approaches parent.al aging from

t,he view point of the caregiver, but balances t'he

careqiving st.resses with inf ormation bout aging' the

older family and parental concerns. coping with adult

children can be as problematic as coping r¿ith aging

parent,s !

Many requests to speak about the "Sandwich

Generation" have provided the opportunity to present the

entire Older Family and the rich lexture of

intergenerational pushes and pul1s for consideration as

Ì,re enter the future with an ever growing population of

older and even ancient adults. Deal-ing wit'h societal,

familial and personal transitions in an informal way may

help prevent the perpetuat,ion of agism and the myth of

family abandonment of the elderly. Personally and

professionallyr these opportunities to share informatíon

r,¡ith interested people of all generations has been an

additional bonus in my work wit,h caregivers another

link in a supportive chain.

Conclus ion

1. The framel¡ork for intervention and support group

meùhod of intervening nrith adult' children looking for

information, assistance, and recognition of their

5.

Felder, 1983); and

The Perilous Bridge: HelPinq Clie

Mid-Live Transitions (Gotan, l9B6).

LO2

Throuqh



caregíving role builds upon strengths and promotes an

active coping style when faced wit'h transitions.

2. The groups for family caregivers sponsored by Fort

Garry Family Life fnformation Centre' Inc. and Age and

Opportunity, Inc. a.re nolr entering their third year of

exi s tence .

3.

groups sponsored by the two agencies are st'ill- linked to

those whose needs have changed and no longer join them.

"Connecting caregivers" has had a positive impact on many

lives, children and parents, during t,he past two years

and serves as a basis for future work with this target

populatíon.

EVALT]ÀTION

The "veterans" who remain active ín the on-going

Introduct, ion

Evaluation of support group process and outcome

has not been established to any extend in the available

I i terature .
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The literature reporting support group l¡ork with

family caregivers relies on case examples, anecdotal

informationr and leader's observations and conclusions as

evaluation components (Ctarr and Rakowski, 1983).

Criteria based upon Support group definitions,

agency mandatesr purpose and object,ives of the I'As

Parents Grow O1der" model, client centered criteria, and

workerrs subjective evaluation will be presented as
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factors to be considered in evaluatíng the effectiveness

of the support group intervention sponsored by A&O and

Fort Garry Family Life Information Centre. Betveen group

comparisons and contrasts will also be included in the

evaluation section of this report.

Aqencv Related Criteria

The rel-ationships of the purpose of intervention

wit,h adult children (and other family caregivers ) coping

r+ith the increasing dependency of older adults in the

family to the sponsoring agency's policy directives and

mandate can be viewed from several perspectives.

As stated in a previous section of this report,

t,he Fort Garry Family Live Information Centre central

goal is to enhance the quality of family life. The

provision of ". . . learning experiences for f amiJ-y

members related to their individual needs and roles

within the family" and the provision to " - . . residents in

the communit,y r+ith ínformation on family-related

resources", can be interpreted to mean the family from

birt,h to death. The upward t'shÍft" of the population in

general may mean that agencies like Fort Garry may begin

to view the older famity as a necessary inclusion ín

program planniìrg. The educational/support group for

family caregivers Seems a natural adjunct, to established

programs for caregivers of children. "Consultation t¡ith

existing social service agencies and institutions"



remains a necessary element in preventing the

perpetuation of agism and the illness model of late life

stitl found in the literature. The expansion of programs

to ínclude the support group for famity caregivers is a

natural one for this particular agency.

Finding a "good fit'' wittr the mandate and policy

directives of A&o is not as readily apparent as that of

Fort Garry Family Life Information Centre. Mandated to

meet the needs of those within the well elderly community

who are sixty years of age or retiredr the agency has

traditionally provided educational programs, volunfeer

opportunities, and personal services. An advocate for

preventive, consumer oriented programsr the agency is

experienced in setting up large and small group

presentations related to housing, transportation'

preventative healt'h carer prê-rêtirement, and other

issues of concern to the older population.

As the chronological age "shift" of the population

moves upward, the relative age of caregivers (especially

adult children) will also rise. Two generations of the

older family the "young" old caring for the "old" old

may well fa11 r¡ithin the target population currently

served. Many members of the support groups have given up

work or retired early from the work force in their late

50,s in order to care for impaÍred elders. They may also

fall under the mandate as it exists.

105
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Based upon informal network íntervention with the

e1-der1y community, existing vol-unteer and newly

established peer-counseling training programs could be

viewed as parallel to some aspects of caregiver's support

group. The need for increased recognition and

utilizaLion of informal supports for the elderly is well

known. Educational materials ut,ilized for all of these

"training" programs is very similar in content and may be

borrowed from one program for use in another. Training

for future support group leaders could easily be

incorporated into the peer-counsel-ing program. The

peer-counseling model of support group r'¡ork would be

closer to self-hetp in many regards but retain a

consultation link with agency staff.

Experienced in working with older adults, a

natural consulting team exists within the agency st'aff.

Group facilitators, either professional or

peer-counselors, can call upon this team for advice t¿hen

necessary. Small group experience already exists within

the staff as an additional factor for the continuation of

a support group wÍthin this setting.

Adult chil-dren often act as advocates for their

elders within the formal- system of care. Self advocacy

is a natural progression as this population ages - A&0

supports such a slance, now and into the future for thís

client population.
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Easy discovery of services avail-able for older

family members can be implemented by A&O through the

already available Seniorrs Housíng Directory and service

directory. FamiliarÍty with the services A&O provides

may assist family caregivers in asking other agencies fot

assistance before a crisis occurs.

The possible use of caregiver support groups as a

preventative intervention for etder abuse may be a future

consideration for the continuation of support groups

wit,hin the agency programs.

Support Group Criteria

Support groups are not for everyone. Caregivers

may find itt difficult, to get' to meetings consistently or

find t,he open discussion of problems very threatening to

their personal sense of integrity and family loyalty.

Active crisis states need crisis intervention on an

individual or family basis the group cannot respond

quickly t,o the needs of one member because limited

resources of time and energy.

However, the group model of intervention does

expand the network of the individual caregiver

immedÍate1y and reduces the sense of isolation often

present. The group experience may be more or less

comfortable or appropriate dependÍng upon the client's

previous group experience and coping strategÍes.

Compared to individual counseling' the cost of
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therapisü,/agency ef f iciency is much less in t'he use of

group interventions. Temporal issues are another

variabl-e f actor. Complex transitions l¡ith a variety of

intergenerational "pushes and pul1s" may take months or

years. Help may be sought, out at various points along

this continuum and with varied intensity and tempo.

Termination and agency related limited resources then

become issues of concern (Golan, l-981, p. 268-270).

It is in this regard t,hat the informal, on-going, support

group model- may be of value along wit'h some "checkups"

with counseling staff during t,imes of particular stress.

In general, short-term, intensive intervention may be the

most appropriate to help the caregiver get "on track"

again.

Cl-ient Centered Criteria

Both the client and practitioner share in defining

the criüeria for evaluating progress and outcome'

The extent of change observed and reported by the

client is the central criteria for evaluating outcome for

t,he caregivíng adult child as she accomplishes the tasks

necessary to reach an acceptable level of ease in this

role. No norms for social comparison are availabler so

the client/consumer must be the judge of the

appropriateness and helpfulness of the short term

intervention provided. Tn additionr clients may report

that a Spouse or other family members recognized a



positive change and has

more meaningful waY.

The following variables were observed /tepotLed by

many clients in the support groups previously described:

1. To recognize and enhance active coping

strategies:

a. ExPansion of suPPort network:

1. client reporting positive changes in

helpfulness of suPPort networki

2. verbally reporting reduction in

feelÍngs of isolation in copíng wit'h

parenfs;
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increased their own suPPort in a

3. report of Íncreased sharing of care-

giving tasks with familyr friends'

formal services; and

report of increased sharing of

f eel ings r corlcêrns wi th suPPort

persons.

4.

b. Increase in self cares

f. increased use of time management to

ptan for more Personal time;

2. increase in diversion/release of

tens i on :

a. reported increase in pleasure and

funi and

b. increase Ín sense of well-being:



3. reduction in feelíngs of guitt; and

4. reduction in feeling burdened.

2. To increase knowledge of normal aging:

a. verbal report of increased ability to

accept/understand parent as unique

individual- regardless of chronol-ogical

age;

b. expressed empathy for parents faced with

increased loss and change in laùer life;

c. reduction of expressions of impatience

r'rittr parental behavior, choices i and

d. increased report of ability to discuss

o'wn aging process/fears about aging.

post-session reports and the client, sat,isfaction

Questionnaire (Larsen et â1¡ L979 see Appendicies c &

D), Serve to inform the therapist and agency of actual

(and future) clientrs satisfaction wíth t'he program

provided, and is an adjunct to other client centered

criteria.
The subjective nature of this criterion remains

its greatest disadvantage. Observations and assumptions

on the part of the practitioner may color t'he

interpreüation of this information and add to the bias

1. observable in Posture

changes , better di et r Illorê

rest.

110
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already present. al-l that can be said of this

information is that, for the índividual sharing the group

experience previously outlinedr positive changes

occurred. These reports cannot be generalized and t,he

extent and durability of change over time remains

imprecise.

Clients sometimes failed to fill out the reports

and Questionnaire because they forgot or r{ere absent from

a session. Mosù reports found the individual sessions

rated at a 7 on a scale of 1t,o 9 (not productive at all

to extremely productive). Little variatíon was noted

between sessÍons or betl¡een members compJ-et'ing the

reports for the same session. Comments from most members

were very sinilar to the following examples of positive

incidents:

1. "Learning that what I feel and what my parent

feels is normal- and O.K."i
t'Every meeting shows me something netr that I

might never have thought, of without group

support'r i and

"What r.¡as posiùive was hearing what' others

had to say and that I wasn't the only one r,¡ith

the same problems".

2.

)

Of the eight members who completed The Cl-ient

Satisfaction Questionnaire (combining the two groups

sponsored by A&o) the following anslrers can be reported:

1. Six members rated t,he quality of service as
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excellenüt tl¡o as good.

Six answered "yes general-ly" and two "yes

def init,ely" to t,he question of getting the

kind of service they wanted.

Two answered 'lalmost all of my needs have been

met" Five fe1t, "most of rr their needs had been

met and one had "on1y a fewrr of her needs met

by the program.

Two thought they r¡oul-d recommend the program

to a friend in need of símilar help. Six

said "yes definitely".

Five were "very satisfied" with the help

received. Three were "mostly satisfied".

Five felt that the services received helped

them a 'tgreat deal" in dealÍng more

ef f ect,ively with their problemsi Three f elt,

t,hey "helped somewhat".

f n an overall sense r six participant's trere

"mostly satisfiedn with the service received;

tr+o were "very satisf ied".

Seven lrould "definitely" come back to the

program for more help; One thought she r¡ould

a'o' èo.

3.

4.

5.

6.

LI2

7.

B.

All reports are positive and supporÈ the idea

thatr orl t,he basis of consumer criteria' the program met

the needs of the individuals answerÍng the questions.
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Assumptions about the relative success of the program can

only be relat,ed to the continuation of the on-going

support group.

Follow-up contacts with participants, reveal that'

the group participation assisted them greatly. Even when

their situations changed at a laüer date, they were able

to cope and problem-solve in an active, informed manner.

Subiective Worker Evaluation

As a student, I remain forever curious about "what

might have been" orrrwhat could have been done" in both

the process of group formation and the ski1ls used in

practice. During the course of this practicum, I feel

that I have used, in one way or another' in one place or

another, most of my past and present formal learning in

behavioral science. My recent exposure to Social Work

theory and practice has allowed me to re-think, blend and

utilize those elements which seemed to mesh with what I

thought might assist my clients and what I felt

comfortable about using in practÍce. This experience has

clearly added to my "practice wisdom" and my belief in

mutuality and reciprocity between client and worker as a

posiüive connection.

Working vit,h "normal people r'¡ith normal problems"

lras both chal-lenging and revarding. I lÍked and admired

my clients, they made my worÌ< a doubl-y meaningful

experience, both personal-J-y and professionally.
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Working as an 'routsider" in an agency setting vlâsr

at firstr ãrI unsettling experience. Neither "fish nor

forrl", f learned to pursue the objectives I had set for

myself and ignore t,he "small stuff " - a great lesson for

the real world of Social Ï{ork practice !

As a practitioner, I know f could have helped some

clients more easily in individual counsel-ing I had to

'!be brave and do nothing[ in these cases and trust that

the capacÍty of these índividuals to become "un-sùuckI

would occur through group interaction and discussion -

leaning on t,he created network f or support !

I think that networks remain potentÍal sources of

supporü for many peopLe. How and to what extent they can

be activated in times of stress and crisis remains

unanswered. Every time Someone enters and leaves a group

it is a neï/ group defining agaÍn and again its needs and

capacity to respond wit,h mutual support. Flexibility has

to be built in, both in the group and in ühe

practitioner.

The very rich mixture of the group members who

lrere brave enough to venture into I'unknown territory"

with me was an important facüor for consideration.

Elements in common were probably fewer than unique

differences and yet people hunter for and found them in

each other.

Co-facilitat,ion worlcs best r¡hen partners work from
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a similar frame of reference and belief system' Mutual

trust is crucial and allows for "breathing spacer' t{'hen

your orrrn energy level is low or you must deal- with your

own family crises - really a better way of good group

practice.

Self disclosure when appropríate helps in

normal izing, modeling, and maintaining t,he "horizontal"

nature of support group leadership' My clients ]çnow

aLmost as much about me as I l<now about them at least

with respect to my role in the care of my father and

support of my mother. I've always said people know

nothing about care of the e1-derly unless they've fed,

dressedrandbathedsomeone;knowinghowthatishas

helped me ín my worlc - everyone does t'he best' t'hey can'

Knolring when to say good bye becomes part of this

practicetoo.C]-ientsneedtoknowthattheyarefreeto

',move on,,once their needs re met. Like all of üSr an

element of closure helps I lilce pot luck Suppers and

picnics for endings and beginnings'

Asaperson,Iremaininastateofse]-f-discovery

andtransitionlikeatlmid-lifewomen.l'mbetteroff
for having had the experience of knowing all of the

people I've vor]<ed with in the past two years' My l-ife

andmywor]<wereoneandtheSame.Idon'thandleeither
one perfectly. I like to think that the groups Irve

assisted were safe havens for the people who came to

them.
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I know the 'rpersonal touch" and acceptance of t'he

"whole client" helped in working with family caregivers.

People need to be told they're O.K. rshen they are O.K. Ï

think that Garbarino's ( f gAg ) statement rings true r I'How

do we respond? We must lose ourselves in the social

landscape, blend in with the human terrain, become part

of the natural ecology of human social- life" - thatrs

when ¡,¡e do our best work !

The groups sponsored by Fort Garry Famil-y Life

Inforination Centre and Age and Opportunity have in common

their sma11 size and informal tone of discussion. The

stress on material-arrangemental tasks of caregivers at

Fort Garry and on the psychosocíal tasks of caregivers at

Age and Opportunity ís a different factor, but clients

seem t,o get their needs met just the same. rdea11y, the

six week program brings people together more quÍckly and

unites them in their purpose for work. Real-istically'

the other way of forming a group does it just as well,

only more slowl-y and unevenly. In both groups,people are

activel-y searching for help and information. Neit'her

program has accessed the very exhausted, withdrawn

caregiver who may need assistance even more but cannot

ask.

All of these groups are just beginnings

useful ways of assisting family caregivers to t

in our community. The method of support group

in

he

f inding

e1-der1y



interventÍon needs bett,er ways of evaluation that are

presently developed. Contínued work Ín this area will

play an even more critical role in the future as more

older families experience the difficulties and rewards

careg iving .

EONCLUSION

"411 real living is meetÍn9."

Martín Buber
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DATE:

suppoRT GRoUP FOR THOSE CARTNG FOR ltGrNG RELATTVES

NUMBER OF MEETTNG:

MEMBERS PRESENT/ABSENT :

GROUP TNTERÀCTION:

APPENDIX A-1

Ft Garry Family Life

r25

SUMMARY:

PLAN FOR NEXT MEETTNG

(adapted from WiLson, 1980, p. L27 L29)



SUPPORT GROUP FOR ADULT CHILDREN CAR]NG FOR AGING PARENTS

DATE:

NUMBER OF MEETTNG:

MEMBERS PRESENT,/ABSENT :

GROUP INTERACTION:

APPENDIX A-2

AGE AND OPPORTUNÎTY

L26

SUMMARY:

PLAN FOR NEXT MEETING

(Adapted from Wilson, 1980r P. L27 L29)



SERVÏCE

GROUP:

WAS FOUND:

THE SITTÀTION ÀT A GLÀNCE

APPENDTX B

Name

Age

C.ARE-GIVER

Address

Telephone

727

Regular outsÍde

activities

Health probl

HOW

Financial problems

Age

CÀRE-RECEIYER

Transportat iori

Relationship to

Yes

Care-giver

Spouse,/partner-

No

ves with

Health Problems

endents

FÍnanci a1

REASON

1 I Mobiliby/

roblems

Res idence

FOR

Yes No

CONTACT:

transportat ion

Spouse/Partner-

ives with

ndents



ASSISTANCE PROVTPED:

FROM: Person/Agency / otganization TYPE

TYPE

t28

OTHER ÀSSISTÀNCE

HOW

Adapted From: I Love You, But You Drive Me Crazv (Catder

and Watt, 19Bl- )

OFTEN



Please circle
your feelings

POST SESSION REPORT

APPENDTX C

Not Productive

at al-l-

the number that comes

abouü the session you

Please þry to describe at least one positive and one

negative incident or a part of the discussion that

occurred during the session that míght, hel-p explain your

rating.

POSITIVE INCIDENT

r29

Moderate ly

Productive

Date:

closest to describing

just, completed.

NEGATIVE TNCIDENT

Extremely

Productive

OTHER COMMENTS

SUGGESTIONS

CONCERNS

From Bloom and Fische¡r 19-92)



Please help us Ímprove our program by answering some

questions ã¡out tne services you have_ received. We are
intãrestea in your honest opiníons, whether they are

THE CLIENT SATISFÀCTION QUESTIONNÀIRE (CSQ)

Thank vou very muclr, we appreciate your he

(Circle Your Answer)

1. HolÍ would you rate the quality of service you
received?

APPENDIX D

43
Excellent Good

2. Did You get the kind

4
No definitelY

not

3. To what

4
Almost all- Most of mY OnlY a few of
of my needs needs have mY needs have
have been been met been met
met

130

3
No not
real 1y

4. If a friend were in need of similar help, would you

recommend our Program to him,/her?

extent has our

3

of service You wanted?

2
Fa ir

432
No definitely No f don't Yes f think Yes

not thinl< so so

5. How satisfied are you with the amount of

2
Yes

general lY

program met

2

rece ived?

4
Qui te

1

Poor

1

Yes
definítelY

your needs?

dissatisfied nÍ1d1Y
dissatisfied

6. Have the services you received heJ-ped you to deal-

more effectively with your problems?

3
Indifferent or

4
Yes theY
helped a
de al-

1

None of mY
needs have
been met

32
have Yes theY No theY
great have helPed real-lY dÍdn

somewhat hei-P

2
Most ly
satisfied

1

def ini te J-Y

help you

1

Very
satisfied

1

No theY seemed
I t to make things

l^rOf Se
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7. In an overall, general sense, hot¡ satisfÍed are you
wit,h the service your received?

4321
Very Mostly lndífferent or Quite

sat,isfied satisfied or mildly dissatisfied
d issat isfi ed

B. If you lúere to seek help again, would you come back
to our program?

4321
No defÍnitely No f donrt Yes f Yes

not think so think so def init,elY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

(Please attach additional sheets if you wish)


